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Abstract 

Transit priority strategies have been implemented in many cities to improve levels of 
service for transit passengers and to encourage modal change. So far, researches on 
these methods encompass homogeneous traffic flow operating in disciplined lane 
movement, which is not the case in Dhaka city, where mixed traffic dominates and 
lacks lane discipline resulting traffic mishaps. Hence, this study endeavors to develop 
new-fangled bus priority schemes and evaluate its effectiveness in improving the 
road network performances by making quantitative comparison with existing priority 
methods to identify the most viable scheme for local traffic conditions. 

A wide range of traffic data of two peak periods comprising 7 hours of traffic flow in 
each of the 3 consecutive days, had been recorded and later extracted using image 
processing technique, from a section of 6-lane major artery road–Kazi Nazrul Islam 
Avenue to model the road network initially, which was later calibrated to simulate 
mixed traffic system. Furthermore, for each considered priority schemes, 20 different 
scenarios with varying traffic volume and bus to vehicle ratio have been simulated 
with VISSIM for 16,92,000 simulation seconds in total, to evaluate the effectiveness 
of priority methods for prevailing traffic conditions in terms of average traffic delay. 

The study proposed bus priority with intermittent bus lane, a new concept for 
dynamic bus lane, as to prioritize bus without compromising delay of other traffic, 
and hence, developed algorithm for simulating it in an urban road network for local 
traffic conditions, using Vehicle Actuated Programming within microsimulation 
software VISSIM. This priority method makes a lane intermittently dedicated to bus 
rather than exclusively dedicating the lane, making the prioritization of public 
transport adaptive with its demand in a signalized corridor. Furthermore, when the 
lane is not dedicated to bus, active bus priority was incorporated to improve the 
mobility of public transport upon the detection of bus prior to signal. 

Results show that bus signal priority minimizes average delay per vehicle by at least 
40% or in some cases up to 120% more than what dedicated bus lane does in an 
urban road network having mixed traffic conditions, whereas the case is totally 
opposite while considering minimization of average delay per bus only due to the 
fact that even though signal priority is triggered upon the detection of bus prior to the 
signal, other vehicles get the advantage of green extension in case of active priority 
due to weak lane discipline that increases the degree of uncertainty of reaching the 
bus to stop line before red phase starts. This study also perceives proposed priority 
scheme to be effective in low volume of traffic with bus demand, referred as bus to 
vehicle ratio, up to 17.5% in the road network. Further rise in the bus demand makes 
dedicated bus lane preferable for the prevailing traffic condition. However, in case of 
bus demand below 12.5%, the priority method seems more potent in ameliorating the 
network performances up to 3500 veh/hr at most than other priority rules. 

This research may be used as a good reference for policy makers to choose the best 
bus priority alternatives by assessing their suitability for the prevailing traffic 
conditions of the road network under consideration. 
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Chapter 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

With 36 percent of the country’s urban population living in Greater Dhaka, the 

capital of Bangladesh, has become one of the world’s most densely populated cities 

(World Bank, 2018). The city’s astonishing population growth from 3 million in 

1980 to over 19 million in 2018 represents the promise of a better life that the city 

holds for millions of residents (Worldpopulationreview.com., 2018). Moreover, with 

the national economic growth, the urban population will continue to increase 

significantly.  However, Dhaka’s urban development has not kept up with the city’s 

rapid growth, resulting in a messy and uneven urbanization process (World Bank, 

2018). Currently the urban transportation in Dhaka Metropolitan Area (DMA) mostly 

relies on road transport, where car, bus auto-rickshaw, rickshaw, etc. are coexistent 

which consequently induces serious traffic jam and traffic pollution along with air 

pollution resulting in severe health hazard. According to a study jointly conducted by 

the Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI) and Chartered 

Institute of Logistics and Transport Bangladesh in 2010, it was revealed that the 

annual cost of traffic congestion in capital Dhaka was around Tk 1 billion a day. The 

study found that about 3.2 million business hours were lost every day due to the 

traffic jams. A more recent assessment concluded that the estimated loss is now 50% 

more than what it was in 2010, adding up to a staggering amount of about Tk 550 

billion annually (Hossain, S., 2015). 

However, public transportation offers the most efficient means of moving significant 

numbers of people, especially in densely populated urban areas. In addition to the 

well-being of its users, public transportation plays a vital role in the productivity of 

cities (Rahman et al, 2016). Thus, it has a direct bearing on the national economy 

(Lyndon and Todd, 2006). According To dell’Olio et al. (2010), an important 
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characteristic of modern society is its concern with promoting viable modes of 

transportation to replace the excessive use of the private car in urban areas.  

Moreover, providing priority to buses plays an important role to protect bus services 

from the effects of traffic congestion and to improve route frequencies, speeds and 

reliability (IHT,1997), thus improving levels of service for bus passengers and 

encouraging modal change. ‘Keeping buses moving’ (DETR, 1997) details a few bus 

priority measures that can be considered to assist buses. Among these methods, bus 

priority at traffic signals is the most relevant where opportunities for segregated 

systems are not available and/or where numerous traffic signals exist. At signalized 

junctions, priority can be given by altering signal timings in favor of approaching 

buses. In usual practice this is achieved by either extending the green period for an 

approaching bus or recalling the green stage, if the signals are currently red for the 

bus (Ahmed, 2014). These forms of bus priority have been implemented in many 

cities in USA, UK, Japan, France, Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland, Finland, 

Germany, Australia, Austria, Italy, New Zealand (Gardner et al., 2009). Hence, 

advancements in public transportation system for DMA has become a pressing issue 

to improve its traffic situation and urban environment effectively to ensure better 

mobility in Dhaka. 

1.2 Present State of the Problem 

Buses are the predominant form of Public Transport (PT) in most towns and cities in 

many countries, including the U.K (Hounsell and McLeod, 1999). With their large 

carrying capacity, buses make effective use of limited road space, and can therefore 

make a substantial contribution to reducing traffic congestion (Cheney, 1992). 

Although buses play the vital role in any urban area, their services are frequently 

insufficient to meet demand. Moreover, the facilities that are provided mostly suffer 

from low output (Ali, 2010). Deng and Nelson (2010) described in his research paper 

that high quality of public transportation can greatly improve the accessibility of its 

catchment area by shortening time, which is hard to imply in cities like Dhaka where 

traffic system is already lacking effective traffic management system. 
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1.2.1 Persistence of severe congestion  

Numerous countermeasures have been undertaken in different times to alleviate the 

severity of traffic congestion especially in Dhaka city.  The first franchise bus 

service, “Suchona” has been running since April 2009. The close circuit television 

(CCTV) cameras have been introduced to enhance the surveillance system from May 

of the same year.  Old vehicles have been banned on September (2009) for their 

conflict in speed and environmental hazards. To avoid the congestion new school and 

office timings has been adopted from October followed by a consensus of 

introducing school buses from November. To control and manage traffic flow 

automated traffic signals has been operated since late November (2009). In the next 

month enforcement of lane-usage rules has been implemented as well.   Several 

expressways and flyovers have been constructed and operated for a considerable 

period. Also, to improve public transportation system, a good number of buses are 

now introduced in the network along with taxicabs. But the strategies have not been 

proved effective as expected so far resulting in the persistence of congestion.   

1.2.2 Mixed traffic with weak lane discipline 

Heterogeneous characteristics of the traffic stream using the same right of way, the 

driving behavior and lack of lane discipline played a major role in nullifying all the 

strategic plans that is held to reducing the congestion. In mixed traffic condition, 

vehicle does not use lanes in appropriate manner. Furthermore, lane markings on 

pavement along the road and near approaches are clear. But most of the drivers do 

not obey the rules. Due to this lack of lane discipline, the vehicle can occupy any 

position across the road and form a vehicle movement with no clear pattern as seen 

in lane-based traffic system and lane-based analysis breaks down, resulting average 

travel speed of 6.1 km/h under volume-to-capacity ratio 1.2. And in “Do-nothing 

Case”, the traffic is expected to worsen at an average travel speed of 5.0 km/h while 

V/C will be 3.7 (Dhaka Transport Coordination Authority, 2015).   
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1.2.3 Modeling in microscopic simulation software 

Traffic simulation replicates the roadway existing travel pattern with least effort and 

greater accuracy and gives a way to perceive the situation clearly and devise our 

thoughts in a more realistic way. In assessing the effectiveness of an implemented 

traffic improvement measure of a road network this method is efficient as well. If 

continuous monitoring of traffic condition is possible and real time data are 

available, roadway traffic scenario can be mimicked readily with reasonable 

accuracy. 

The conventional traffic simulation tools are mainly designed for the homogeneous 

traffic streams consisting of motorized vehicles only and strict lane discipline has to 

be maintained as well. As stated earlier, in Dhaka city, traffic stream is 

heterogeneous and consists of both motorized and non-motorized traffic. Lane- 

discipline is not likely to be existed even in the major roads.  Furthermore, 

calibration of parameters of parameters used in traffic simulation tools requires 

detailed data which is not available. As a result, the simulation tools needed some 

tuning before using directly for Dhaka city. Furthermore, literature on modeling bus 

priority using vehicle actuated programming for local traffic conditions is very few 

due to which extensive study must be done to model the proposed bus priority 

schemes to evaluate its effectiveness to tackle current transportation problem.  

1.2.4 Detection of vehicle in microsimulation model 

Within the vast literature on microscopic simulation modeling, surprisingly few 

studies have addressed the procedure of detecting of a vehicle in heterogeneous 

traffic condition prevalent in many developing countries like Bangladesh, India etc. 

Moreover, loop detectors are unsuitable due to measurement errors caused by non-

lane-based movement of vehicles activating either both or neither of two adjacent 

detectors. However, there are a few methods in detecting certain type of vehicles in 

real life world such as SVD (Selected Vehicle Detection) technique with the help an 

advanced camera, which delivers best counts if there is weak lane discipline, whereas 

in microsimulation model there are no such element. But given that accurate 
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detection of bus is the pre-requisite for developing an effective bus priority method, 

this research attempts to establish a vehicle detection technique using vehicle 

actuated programming which will be able to provide results from the detectors in 

case of modeling non-lane-based heterogeneous operating condition in VISSIM with 

reasonable accuracy.  

Several researches have been conducted to explore bus priority methods in road 

networks having lane based homogeneous traffic system, which is not the case in 

Dhaka city where mixed traffic dominates and lacks lane discipline as mentioned 

earlier resulting in serious traffic hazards and hampering the effectiveness of public 

transportation that has a more promising prospects in near future to meet the uprising 

demand for mobility. Hence, it is imperative to develop new-fangled bus priority 

schemes and evaluate their effectiveness in improving the road network 

performances in context of prevailing traffic of Bangladesh. 

1.3 Objective of the Study 

The study is concerned with the effectiveness of bus priority with intermittent bus 

lane (IBL)for local traffic conditions. Specifically, the major objectives of this 

research are: 

(i) To calibrate and validate microscopic traffic flow model to simulate non-

lane based heterogeneous traffic system in the study area under 

consideration within the state-of-art microsimulation tool VISSIM. 

(ii) To assess traffic operations at signalized intersections in urban road network 

under mixed traffic conditions with no bus priority. 

(iii) To model IBL and bus priority strategies in a signalized corridor using 

Vehicle Actuated Programing (VAP) in VISSIM. 

(iv) To evaluate the performance of bus priority with IBL under non-lane-based 

mixed traffic conditions based on travel time delay of traffic as a Measure 

of Effectiveness (MoE). 
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1.4 Scope of the Study 

The scope of the study is as follows, 

a. The simulation model is calibrated using  values of the parameter used to 

simulate heterogeneity of the traffic system 

b. Performance of the adopted bus transit strategies will be evaluated by 

comparing travel time delay of bus transit in the signalized corridor under 

mixed traffic conditions in case of proposed priority scheme with the 

currently practiced bus priority rules in developed countries. 

c. Performance of the network in 5 scenarios stated below is considered as the 

evaluation environment: (i) Do-Nothing Strategy; (ii) Road Network having 

IBL; (iii) Road Network having Active Bus Priority; and (iv) Road Network 

having IBL with Active Bus Priority; (v) Road Network Having Dedicated 

Bus Lane. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 1 gives an introduction of the relevant research background, statement of 

problems as well as the objectives and scope of this research. Later, in chapter 2 

focuses on the review of the previous thesis papers and other sources related to 

both proposed and widely practiced bus priority schemes by comparison of 

different approaches, cross referencing, recommendation and necessary citations. 

In addition to that, this part also covers previous works on microsimulation 

modeling of the priority schemes under mixed traffic conditions. After this 

section, chapter 3 describes the methodology followed for thesis and presented a 

proposed concept of a variation of IBL. Furthermore, the challenges of modeling 

bus priority with IBL under local traffic conditions is discussed. Then, chapter 4 

highlights on data collection prior to modeling the network in VISSIM and 

development of microsimulation models of the road network integrated with bus 

priority with IBL and other priority rules using vehicle actuated signal control. 

Detailed procedure regarding generation of interstage files and logic file to 

incorporating bus priority schemes to the model is deliberated in this section. 

Chapter 5 illustrates the critical analysis of data collected both from the field and 
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simulation model to observe the improvement in network performances due to 

prioritization of bus using VISSIM. Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the main 

conclusions of this research and discusses recommendations for future research 

works related to microscopic traffic simulator for modeling various transit 

management strategies in heterogeneous traffic. 



 

 

Chapter 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

An in-depth literature review of numerous research papers and articles  was done to 

develop firm foundation to undertake this research work and writing this thesis. It is 

important to understand the state-of-art prioritizing public transport by reviewing all 

aspects of bus priority. Extensive studies have been carried out in the context of 

Dedicated Bus Lane (DBL) and Bus Signal Priority for network modeling which 

have been illustrated in this chapter along with Intermittent Bus Lane (IBL). 

2.2 Overview of Bus Priority Schemes 

Public transport can be prioritized in a network either by signal priority or by 

providing road space priority shown in Table 2.1. Amongst the implementation 

methods of priority schemes, bus signal priorities are available in UK since the 

1970’s and different strategies are well known there but somehow most of the 

development work has been related to active priority systems which requires 

detector. (Hounsell, McLeod, and Shrestha, 2004) 

Table 2.1 List of bus priority methods 

Bus Priority Schemes 

a. Bus Signal Priority (i) Passive Priority 

(a) Adjustment of Cycle Length 

(b) Area-wide Timing Plans 

(c) Phase Splitting 

(ii) Active Priority (Detector needed) 

(a) Green Extension  

(b) Early Green (Red Truncation) 

(c)  Phase Insertion 
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Bus Priority Schemes 

(d) Phase Rotation 

b. Road Space Priority (a) Dedicated Bus Lane 

(b) Dynamic Bus Lane 

2.2.1 Bus priority or bus signal priority (BP) 

Bus priority at traffic signals is necessary to improve bus travel time and service 

regularity especially when buses are late. It can be given by altering signal timings in 

favor of approaching buses. In usual practice this is achieved by either extending the 

green period or recalling the green stage early (Ahmed, 2014). 

2.2.1.1 Bus priority types 

Passive priority 

According to Federal Transit Administration (2018), passive priority strategy seeks 

to favor roads with significant transit use in the area-wide traffic signal timing 

scheme. This is a straightforward form of priority at traffic signals which gives more 

green time to the approach having higher bus flow than it would have done otherwise 

(Gardner et al., 2009). 

Active priority 

An active priority strategy requires detecting the presence of a transit vehicle, bus in 

case of Dhaka city and, depending on the system logic and the traffic situation then 

existing, giving the transit vehicle special treatment (ibid). For example, giving 

priority only to late buses, which failed to stick to their schedule time, to optimizes 

schedule adherence.  

2.2.1.2 Studies on bus priority 
Bus priority control developed since the late 1960’s (Smith, 1968) has been 

recognized as one of the most promising ways in reducing bus travel time at local 

arterial to improve the efficiency and reliability of bus operations. Department of the 

Environment, Transport and the Regions in London (DETR, 1997) provided a 
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number of measures for priority of buses at junction, either by permitting buses to 

make turning movements prohibited to other traffic, by giving preference to flows 

containing a high proportion of buses, or by adjusting signal controls when a bus is 

detected in the traffic stream. Afterwards, Balke, Dudek, and Urbanik (2000) 

introduced Intelligent Bus Priority concept to determine whether a bus would need 

priority on the basis of bus position information. 

Moreover, Furth and Muller (2000) studied the impact of bus priority at the 

intersection for three different cases which revealed that absolute priority would 

increase delays significantly compared with no priority while conditional priority had 

almost no impact. Moreover, Skabardonis (2000) formulated passive and active 

transit priority strategies for arterials with coordinated traffic signals. Later on, the 

contribution of the signal priority system to reduce travel time delay of buses in 

mixed-mode operation had been quantitatively assessed by Lin (2002). The study 

indicated that the benefits were more significant for buses traveling on cross streets 

than for those on main streets because the red phase for the cross street typically was 

much longer than the minimum red required for pedestrian crossing. Furthermore, a 

traffic control strategy was designed by Janos and Furth (2002) to accommodate bus 

priority. Being programmed and tested with VISSIM, the control strategy had shown 

significant travel time reduction without slowing general traffic compared with the 

existing strategy of fixed time control with progression.  

However, Wahlstedt (2011) focused on impacts of Bus Priority in coordinated traffic 

signals and he insisted that public transport priority would result in shorter travel 

times for buses and longer travel times for crossing traffic and traffic following the 

prioritized buses in one direction. Apart from that, a new approach of Cooperative 

Bus Priority at Traffic Signals was suggested by Hounsell and Shrestha (2012) which 

suggested that greater regularity benefits could be achieved through a strategy where 

priority for a bus would base not only on its own headway but also on the headway 

of the bus behind (the following bus). According to Chiabaut, Xie, and Leclercq 

(2012), since the green phases of traffic signals would require accommodating buses 

as well as the remaining traffic, it would reduce the effectiveness of Transit Signal 
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Priority (TSP). In addition to that, another research, done by Ahmed (2014), 

evaluated the performance of bus priority at isolated vehicle actuated junctions using 

green extension, recall and always green for bus methods and estimated bus travel 

time savings for placements of detector at different distances before the stop line. In 

this research, green extension was considered as active bus priority for the traffic 

conditions in Dhaka city due to its mixed traffic conditions and weak lane discipline 

which were further evaluated using microscopic simulation software. 

2.2.2 Dedicated bus lane (DBL) 

A dedicated bus lane is a lane restricted to buses exclusively all the time generally 

used to speed up public transport that would be otherwise held up by traffic 

congestion. It is a key component of a high-quality bus rapid transit (BRT) network, 

improving bus travel speeds and reliability by reducing delay caused by other traffic. 

2.2.2.1 Studies on dedicated bus lane 
In early years, Feather, Cracknell, and Forster (1973) demonstrated the technical 

development of bus priority schemes using part-time, with-flow bus lanes. 

Furthermore, for the implementation of a contra-flow freeway bus lane in urban 

areas, Levinson and Sanders (1974) developed a person-delay model which 

quantified the number of buses required for contra-flow bus lane. However, at the 

end of 20th century, with the application of TRANSYT-7F simulator, Shalaby (1999) 

examined changes in performance parameters of through buses and adjacent traffic 

following the introduction of reserved lanes in an urban arterial. According to 

simulation results, deterioration of the performance of adjacent through traffic 

exceeded the improved performance of bus.  

Later, Currie, Sarvi, and Young (2007) developed a methodology employing traffic 

micro-simulation modeling to assess road-space re-allocation impacts, travel 

behavior modeling to assess changes in travel patterns and a social cost-benefit 

framework to evaluate impacts. The study suggested that road-space reallocation 

would be difficult to be economically justified in road networks where public 

transport usage is low and car usage is high. Additionally, Arasan and Vedagiri 
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(2010) studied the impact of the provision of reserved bus lanes on urban roads by 

developing a microsimulation model of heterogeneous traffic flow. According to the 

study, if an exclusive bus lane had been provided under the assumed roadway and 

traffic conditions, then, the mean running speed of buses could be up to 65 km/h 

(depending on the bus stop spacing and the dwelling times, the corresponding mean 

journey speed may work out to be about 39.5 km/h) and the mean running speed of 

the stream of traffic comprising all the other motor vehicles (other than buses) 

enjoying level of service of C would be 43 km/h. It is clearly understood that 

Dedicated Bus Lane offers a great deal of mobility in case of prioritizing public 

transport which made it very lucrative for the policy maker to implement in various 

mega cities like Chicago, Dallas, Toronto, Seoul, Bangkok. Yet, the impact of the 

DBL on other vehicles were still to be analyzed which lead to further studies 

presented in next section.  

2.2.2.2 Practical approach of dedicated bus lane 
Cox (1975) evaluated the impact of a reserved bus lane on two major thoroughfares 

in the City of Dallas. His study concluded that the introduction of reserved bus lane 

reduced travel time without adversely affecting the level of service of the vehicular 

traffic. In addition to that, Tanaboriboon and Toonim (1983) assessed the impact of 

with‐flow bus lanes on the selected streets in the central city of Bangkok in terms of 

travel times of bus and car, traffic flow and composition. Improvement in bus travel-

time savings was clearly indicated by the results which varied from 0.11 to 1.66 min. 

Correspondingly, investigating the impact of a contraflow bus lane installed in 

Chicago, Rouphail (1984) found that though DBL for bus traffic improved overall 

bus speed; it decreased total vehicle-miles of travel for non-bus traffic. 

Furthermore, Shalaby and Soberman (1994) focused their attention on travel times 

between consecutive bus stops along the bus route due to the introduction of 

exclusive curb bus lanes on a major arterial road in downtown Toronto. The data 

indicated that arranging bus stops with one on the near side and the next on the far 

side of their respective intersections, time savings were most likely to occur on 

segments where buses had previously experienced considerable congestion, as well 
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as at traffic signals with longer dwell times at stops and a corresponding overall 

increase in total travel time. Moreover, Choi and Choi (1995) evaluated the operation 

of the exclusive bus lanes in the interregional freeway from Seoul to Sintanjin 

(Korea). The study found that, due to bus lanes, more than 12% modal shift from car 

to bus had taken place with the reduction of travel time of buses and accident rates. 

However, amongst the recent studies, Ben-Dor, Ben-Elia, and Benenson (2018) 

presented MATSim simulations that assessed the impact of DBLs on urban road 

traffic, focusing on the transportation network of the city of Sioux Falls and 

comparing the effects of adding a DBL vs. converting one of the lanes into a DBL, 

for each link that was exploited by public transport. Results showed that the impact 

of the DBLs critically depended on the level of congestion in the city which was also 

affected by population size. Hence, the prospect of DBL in Dhaka city is to be 

evaluated on which this research was very much focused to understand its 

effectiveness through microsimulation in local traffic condition. 

2.2.3 Intermittent bus lane (IBL) 

While Dedicated Bus Lanes (DBLs) had earned ubiquity over the world, Chiabaut, 

Xie and Leclercq (2012) identified two major problems of DBL during heavy traffic: 

(a) the effectiveness of TSP is reduced since the green phases of traffic signals have 

to accommodate buses as well as the remaining traffic and (b) DBLs are not 

appropriate since one lane is no longer available for other vehicles and therefore 

capacity is reduced.  

The theoretical concept of IBL was first suggested by Viegas et al. (1997) in 1996, 

well before technologies that could make it feasible were available. The concept 

suggested uses of variable message signs (VMS) and longitudinal variable “stud” 

lights embedded in the road pavement to inform motorists that a bus is coming and 

that they can no longer enter the bus lane. The theoretical structure of the system was 

expounded in 2000, including theoretical modeling of performance and some 

suggestions as to how the system could be physically implemented (ibid). 
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2.2.3.1 Studies on intermittent bus lane 
Further theoretical development occurred in 2004 with the development of objective 

functions surrounding traffic control systems associated with (Viegas et al., 2004). 

This was followed by research at the University of California, Berkeley, evaluating 

the overall impacts of a theoretical IBL application (Eichler and Daganzo, 2006). 

The findings of this evaluation were 

(i) IBL does not significantly reduce street capacity; however, it does increase 

average traffic density, including causing some delays to traffic. 

(ii) Delays are more than offset by the benefits that bus passengers receive, as 

long as traffic demand does not exceed the maximum flow possible on 

nonspecial lanes. 

(iii) IBL is not appropriate for roadways nearing or in excess of capacity. 

(iv) The main factors determining the time savings of IBL are traffic saturation 

levels, bus frequency, bus travel time improvements from IBL, and the ratio 

of bus-to-car occupancy flows.  

Eichler and Daganzo (2006) proposed Bus lane with intermittent priority (BLIP) as a 

variation of IBL, for operating buses on signal-controlled arterials using special lanes 

that are made intermittently available to general traffic. The strategy could control the 

lane changing of cars using variable message signs and developed analytical models 

for estimating its impacts on the traffic flow. This strategy could improve the 

utilization of bus lanes without changing signal timing and the main difference 

between the IBL and BLIP strategies is that the BLIP strategy leads to more 

disturbances in car traffic on roadway sections and the IBL strategy has to change the 

signal setting to clear out cars in front of the bus, which might add delay to cross 

traffic. In some scenarios where a dedicated bus lane could not be operated, BLIP 

found to save to bus and car occupants together as much as 20 persons-min of travel 

per bus-km which implies that application of BLIPs reduces the interaction between 

buses and cars, and this can significantly reduce bus delays.  They concluded that 

that bus lanes with intermittent priority (BLIPs), unlike dedicated ones, do not 

significantly reduce street capacity. 
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Furthermore, Yang and Wang (2009) studied the drawbacks of conventional bus 

lanes and proposed dynamic bus lanes, which provide temporary exclusive lanes for 

the coming buses and are similar to the operation of IBL. In their work, micro-

simulations of conventional bus lanes, dynamic bus lanes, and roadways without bus 

priority were performed using the simulation software PARAMICS and the results 

indicated that the dynamic bus lane strategy performs better regarding operational 

velocity and traffic safety.  

However, comparisons in the form of the fundamental diagrams and the velocity-

density profiles are studied extensively between a Dedicated Bus Lane (DBL), an 

Intermittent Bus Lane (IBL) and an Ordinary two-lane traffic by Zhu (2010), where 

model was developed based on the cellular automaton traffic flow model and the 

concept of public transport priority. The study came to the conclusion that DBL had 

the advantage of freeing buses from traffic interference and also had the 

disadvantage of disrupting traffic, the IBL had been more efficient in improving the 

bus flow than ordinary two-lane traffic and maintaining the car flow at a higher level 

at the same time than the DBL, while the ordinary two-lane traffic had been found to 

suppress public transportation and had not been advantageous in easing urban traffic 

congestion. Also, it had indicated that the DBL had been only appropriate for low 

traffic flow in a two-lane traffic system, and this limitation could be partly overcome 

by opening the bus lane to general traffic intermittently when the bus lane had not 

been in use by buses. 

In recent years, Chiabaut et al. (2012) theoretically analyzed the capacity of BLIPs 

developing extended kinematic wave model with bounded acceleration while taking 

into account capacity drops that might arise due to the merging and acceleration of 

lane-changing vehicles at the first signalized intersection of an arterial where BLIPs 

are implemented. They concluded that this activation effect can be negated if the 

signalized arterial on which BLIPs are implemented is long enough (i.e., consists of 

6 or more intersections). Beyond this length, travel time benefits to buses can be 

expected with the implementation of BLIPs.  
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Moreover, three operating strategies, mixed-use lanes, dedicated lanes and pre-

signals were compared by Guler and Menendez (2014) to gain an understanding on 

the performance of buses and cars with each strategy. The domains of application for 

when each strategy would provide the lowest system-wide person hours of delay was 

then determined. The analytical models show that for a wide range of cases pre-

signals can minimize the system-wide person hours of delays, as compared to 

dedicating a lane for bus-use only or operating buses and cars completely mixed. The 

analytical model is validated with empirical data collected at an existing presignal, 

which shows that the delay predictions of the model closely follow reality.  

Besides, two cellular automaton models for a roadway section with two lanes, one 

with no bus priority and the other with an intermittent bus lane, were built to study 

the characteristics of urban traffic flow by Qiu et al (2015). Computer simulations 

and analytical models are developed to conduct quantitative research on the influence 

of IBL on the traffic density distribution, traffic velocity, and traffic capacity of the 

roadway section. The results indicated that for the designed scenarios, the IBL 

strategy is effective only when the traffic density had been in the range of 25 to 74 

pcu/km, which suggests that level of service C had been the inflection point for 

implementing the IBL strategy. It is understood from the study that, IBL, a concept 

for dynamic bus lane somewhat covers the shortcomings of dedicated bus lane 

minimizing the impact of DBL to other traffic vehicles yet increasing the mobility of 

the transit vehicles effectively. 

2.2.3.2 Practical approach of intermittent bus lane 
Viegas et al. (2007) described the application of the IBL strategy in Lisbon, and the 

results indicated an overall increase of up to 20% in the average bus speed without 

signal priority at the downstream intersection. Their demonstration created two lanes 

for traffic flowing along the implementation area, with the rightmost lane operating 

as an IBL. 
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Another variation of intermittent bus lane was also field tested in Melbourne, 

Australia, in 2001 referred as Dynamic Fairway in case of Tram which operated 

during peak periods only and in the peak direction only. During peak periods, no-

parking clearways operate to clear curbside lane parking. Its performance was further 

reviewed by Currie and Lai (2008). They observed even though travel time 

improvements to buses were observed in Melbourne as well, the authors found that 

these improvements were not as significant as in the case of Lisbon. Studying the 

concept of IBL from Viegas (1997) to BLIP of Eichler and Daganzo (2006), this 

study developed an advanced bus priority method, ‘Bus Priority with IBL’ and later, 

its performances has been compared with the existing methods. 

2.3 Traffic Simulation Software 

Traffic micro simulation models has now become a standard and in most cases an 

efficient tool for evaluating and developing road traffic management and control 

systems worldwide. The scenario that is difficult to create or data that is difficult to 

collect from the field can now be easily be simulated using micro simulation model 

by calibrating the model properly. A good number of such tools are available in 

market and transportation professionals need to have vast engineering experience to 

adopt appropriate, efficient simulation tool for particular type of project. 

2.3.1 Need of traffic simulation 

Before the advent of simulation software, experiments had to be undertaken for 

evaluating alternative strategies. But influential factors such as roadway geometries, 

traffic volumes, intersection locations, and driver behavior varies place to place, so 

performing experiment for every site was required before implementing any strategy 

but it was cost expensive and time consuming. 

Traffic simulation software assists transportation engineers to predict the future 

traffic scenarios. This software is one type of tools which is not only faster than 

traditional mathematical, analytical tools but also is a resource which saves cost. 

Simulation tools facilitate transportation engineers analyze complex traffic situations, 

which cannot be provided by other traditional methods. Simulation tools provide the 
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most detailed objective operational analysis technique available for evaluating design 

and traffic control features (Clark and Daigle, 1997).  

2.3.2 Comparison of some traffic simulation software  

Many commercial software with competitive capabilities are available which have 

ability to reflect the dynamic nature of the transportation system in a stochastic 

fashion (Papageorgiou,Damianou, Pitsillides, Aphamis, Charalambous, & Ioannou, 

2009). Amongst many simulation software, VISSIM is not only user friendly 

according to Thorrignac (2008), Boxill and Yu (2000), Ratrout and Rahman (2009), 

Kotusevski and Hawick (2009) but also has better visual display capabilities 

(Barrios, Ridgway, and Choa, 2001; Choa, Milam, and Stanek, 2004; Thorrignac, 

2008; Ratrout and Rahman, 2009). It is a time step and behavior based microscopic 

traffic simulation model consisting psycho-physical car following model for 

longitudinal vehicle movement and a rule-based lane changing algorithm for lateral 

movements. The software was developed at the University of Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, 

Germany, in the early 1970s.  Network editing in VISSIM is done completely 

through graphical user interface, which gives exact idea of how your network will 

look like in the end. This feature is found very useful for traffic engineers (Moen, 

Fitts, Carter, and Ouyang, 2000). VISSIM is especially renowned for its signal 

control module, which by using a vehicle actuated programming language can model 

almost any traffic control logic (Papageorgiou et al., 2009). Moreover, Moen, Fitts, 

Carter, and Ouyang, (2000) have found VISSIM more capable and accurate in 

modeling complex roadway geometry, transit vehicles, minute field parameters like 

pedestrians, bus stops, trees etc. Further, VISSIM scores high on its ability to model 

public transportation systems (Papageorgiou et al., 2009).  Kamdar (2004) pointed 

out some key reasons of using VISSIM instead of other available software some of 

which are stated in the following page: 

(a) Despite of being a powerful microscopic simulation tool, study undertaken 

by Chin, Cheu, and Chandrasekar (2002) identified difficulties in modeling 

some of the unique characteristics of bus operations in NETSIM. 
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(b) TRANSYT 7F requires turning bus counts into passenger car equivalents to 

model transit bus turning movements, which is not the case in VISSIM.  

(c) CORSIM requires less modeling time than VISSIM. In addition to that, 

CORSIM is less expensive than VISSIM. But additional C++ module needs 

to be developed for the simulation of transit signal priority in CORSIM 

which requires extensive programming knowledge. 

(d) In PARAMICS, buses are generated based on distribution whereas VISSIM 

has more control on bus generation than PARAMICS as buses can be 

generated depending on time headway (Ahmed, 2014). 

(e) Dwell time can be calculated by using passenger arrival rate or normal 

distribution in PARAMICS but in AIMSUN only normal distribution 

method is available. VISSIM can model dwell time using normal 

distribution or empirical distribution or boarding and alighting rate. (ibid). 

2.4 State of art of this Thesis 

Even though a considerable number of researches have been discussed in this 

section, many of them were conducted in developed country where the traffic system 

is somewhat different from Bangladesh. 

(i) Study carried out by Eichler and Daganzo (2006) on BLIP, suggested 

combining of BLIP with bus priority will provide better performance in 

prioritizing PT. With reference to this study, this research proposed Bus 

priority with IBL which will later be integrated in VISSIM using Vehicle 

Actuated Programming and evaluate its performance. 

(ii) An insignificant number of studies have been done on the suitability and 

application of such priority schemes in context of developing countries 

having mixed traffic conditions along with weak lane discipline. Our 

research shed lights on these facts to make a qualitative comparison 

between these schemes to find the most viable solution for the developing 

countries. 
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(iii) To reflect the dynamic nature of the transportation system in a stochastic 

fashion, microscopic traffic simulation tools are extensively used in 

research now-a-days (Ahmed, 2014). Therefore, for modeling a road 

network having signalized intersections where traffic flow is characterized 

by heterogeneous traffic and frequent lane changing phenomena, VISSIM 

model will be most suitable according to illustrations narrated above and 

previous research. 

2.5 Overview 

This type of research regarding microsimulation study of bus priority with 

intermittent bus lane was not carried out in mixed traffic condition, which lead me to 

conduct the research. The following chapter focuses on the methodology followed in 

conducting the research. 



 

 

Chapter 3  

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

The methodology of this research work is divided into five main steps: i) Literature 

review, ii) Data collection from Field iii) Develop algorithm for modeling Bus 

Priority with IBL for bus using VAP in VISSIM 5.30, iv) Evaluation of the 

performance of Bus for the proposed priority rules, v) Documentation 

3.2 Literature Review 

The review of literature of this research work was an important task. At first, both the 

concept and application of Bus Priority and IBL, both in home and abroad, was 

studied to understand its applicability in Dhaka City.  

However, it was found that extensive research and application of priority rules for PT 

was done in developed country as they were easy to apply there due to lane based 

homogeneous traffic system. As in Bangladesh, since the traffic system is non-lane 

based heterogeneous, there needs to be calibrating parameters. So, to simulate such 

condition, study regarding the procedure for calibration and validation was done. In 

addition to that for the implication of the priority schemes in the model, learning the 

language of VAP was a must to develop algorithm of that strategy. 

 Application and evaluation of bus priority with IBL was done by modeling the 

network and integrating the algorithm to the network with the help of 

microsimulation tool VISSIM 5.30. Due to this fact, concentrated study was carried 

out through the whole user manual of both VISSIM 5.30 and VAP module to 

understand all its functions properly and look over papers that used VISSIM as a 

simulation tool, specially focusing on literature in University of Karlsruhe. 
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In this work, basic modeling concepts, different types of car-following rules, the 

process of calibration and validation, development of logic file regarding application 

of bus priority with IBL in VAP module was studied and finally the manual of 

VISSIM were extensively followed. 

3.3 Data Collection 

Collection of data for this research work was hard and challenging task. Data was 

collected in two phases. At first phase necessary data was collected from study area 

in order to model the road network in VISSIM, and at the second phase desired data 

was extracted from the calibrated model in order to evaluate the effectiveness of bus 

priority with IBL on the basis of travel times of bus transit as a measure of 

effectiveness (MoE), for the enhancement of performance of Bus on the road 

network using microsimulation tool. 

Field data was collected from Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue starting from the Shahbag 

Square up to Farmgate Bus Stop, an urban road network having two four-legged 

intersections and one 3-legged intersection shown in Figure 4.1 from the end of 

December,2016 to mid of January 2017. For the convenience and purpose of the 

research, this signalized corridor was selected. A high-resolution video camera was 

installed in each intersection to record traffic date during the peak hours of the day 

which was extracted later using image processing technique. The cameras were 

mounted to a suitable height from where clear view of the intersection and traffic 

movement was observed. The intersections were controlled by traffic police 

manually according to the traffic flow. However, the speed, dimensions of the 

vehicle, phase time, occupancy and queue length were measured directly from the 

field. Also, geometric layout of the intersection was directly measured from the field 

by odometer. These are discussed in Chapter 4 in details. 

3.4 Development of Microsimulation Model 

After collecting the required data, a microscopic model of the test site was coded 

using VISSIM 5.30, a psychophysical car-following model-based microsimulation 
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software, to represent the traffic and driving behaviors at the intersection and 

evaluate the performance of the proposed priority scheme.  

3.4.1 Data input 

Traffic volume, turning movement counts, vehicle composition for each approach, 

vehicle types and classes, link types along with their geometric details were taken as 

per the field data. Other data required to model were taken as default values in 

VISSIM. The signal phasing sequence as well as the red, green time and cycle time 

were recorded from the site and added into the software with the help of VISSIG. 

The desired speeds were also taken from the field observation. 

One of the most focusing data input in the model is the introduction of model of 

rickshaw and CNG which was drawn in 3D max studio, as this vehicle’s model was 

not introduced in the simulation software, later covered in the following Chapter 4.  

It was done to approximate the effect due to these vehicle types as their size has huge 

impact on the flow.  

3.4.2 Model calibration and validation 

As there was mixed traffic condition in the site, calibration parameter was changed 

accordingly inside the VISSIM which is discussed in Chapter 4 in detail. Lane 

changing behavior, lateral distances, longitudinal distances were considered as per 

the site conditions. The model was verified and validated to ensure that the existing 

traffic conditions and junctions characteristics were accurately replicated. This was 

done to understand whether the models were functioning as expected and to test 

whether the results were realistic. 

3.4.3 Traffic scenarios and bus priority techniques   

3.4.3.1 Do nothing (DN) 
This scheme was the resemblance of the existing condition. Right of way in each 

direction had three lanes with no road space priority or signalized priority. The 
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intersections in the study area practiced fixed time traffic control system. Model had 

been simulated with the traffic data obtained from the site. 

3.4.3.2 Dedicated bus lane (DBL) 
This study had considered DBL strategy in urban mixed traffic condition having 

weak lane discipline, in which the right-most lane was reserved for buses as earlier 

research suggested to assign right-most lane as DBL for better performance in case 

of prioritizing PT (Patankar, Kumar, and Tiwari, 2007). In comparison with 

traditional bus services, fewer bus stops might be constructed to speed up bus 

operations (Li et al., 2009). The spacing of stations along bus lane ranges from 600 

to 6000 meter, enabling buses to operate at high speeds. (Jepson, and Ferreira, 2000). 

As in our test site, the distance between consecutive bus stops was found to be 

2500m, which is greater than the length of the prioritize lane of 2 km, so there was 

no necessity for modeling any bus stops. In addition to that, our research is much 

focused on the efficient mobility of the transit vehicles rather than the reliability of 

the bus at the stops.  

3.4.3.3 Bus signal priority or bus priority (BP) 
Various methods had been developed for prioritization of buses at intersections. 

Green extension, recall, always green for bus, rolling horizon methods, stage re-

ordering, green wave, compensation and recovery are common methods, each having 

its distinctive features (Ahmed, 2014). Green extension elongates the green phase of 

bus route if a bus is detected before the end of the normal green period. A max-timer 

is usually used to set the maximum extension limit of the green phase, which is 

needed to control the disruption of other general traffic and to terminate the 

excessively long bus priority calls (Khasnabis and Rudraraju, 1997). On the other 

hand, recall strategy shortens green time of non-bus lanes if a bus is detected on 

another lane stuck in red phase.  

For incorporating vehicle actuated signal controller and various bus priority 

strategies, procedures followed by Ahmed (2014) had been adopted where VAP and 

VisVAP interfaces had been used. In the model, Vehicle Actuated controller had 
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been used for prioritizing bus at intersection as it detects vehicles with the help of 

stationary detectors on the approaches towards intersection. It allocates green time 

depending on detection of vehicle. When a vehicle to be prioritized was detected 

during its green phase, the period of green was extended to assist that vehicle to cross 

the stop line before green time ends. Research study by Ahmed (2014) had 

concluded that if green extension was adopted as TSP only, more the detection 

distance of buses from stop line, more the travel time savings is. The study also 

suggested that even though benefits from recall would be much higher compared to 

green extension with usual detection, it would have negative impact on general 

traffic. However, TSP, having both green extension and recall being implemented 

together, would incur traffic flows on non-prioritize approaches if the flow would 

have been very high in those approaches. This research only considered green 

extension as transit priority scheme since there were considerable numbers of other 

vehicles on the non-prioritized approach as observed in the collected traffic data. 

Considering average queue length that has been found at the prioritized approaches 

from the field, Detector Distance (L) had been incorporated in our model as 

illustrated in Figure 3.1, in accordance with the study of Ahmed (2014). As green 

extension will be equal to the time difference between the estimated travel time and 

remaining green time, the priority extension time (PVE) is calculated by the 

following equations. 

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑢𝑠 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐵𝑢𝑠
                              (1) 

For link without bus stops (TRG, 2007),  

Priority Extension Time (PVE) = 

       Average Bus Travel Time + 30% 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑡𝑜 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑦 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛       (2) 

3.4.3.4 Proposed intermittent bus lane (IBL) 
Introduction of bus lane with intermittent priority required comprehensive study of 

the flow characteristics of the traffic, and this could be done by using appropriate 

modeling technique. External module VAP was also used in simulation tool VISSIM 

to facilitate modeling traffic flow with IBL as it was used to incorporate bus priority. 

As the model, in its general form, could simulate only lane based and unsegregated 
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traffic, modification of the available model was required to make the model suited 

for the present study. The modification was done by making changes in the program 

codes in VisVAP interface.  

This study proposed IBL strategy model in which the right most lane was reserved 

for buses and was conditionally available to general traffic considering bus demand.  

As during peak time mobility of urban city dwellers increased, so does the demand 

for the buses. As a result, the number of operational bus increased. This method 

considers ratio of operational buses to total volume of vehicles as an indicator of bus 

demand. This indicator was used as parameter to make decision for opening IBL for 

a certain period. Therefore, in modeling a proposed variation of IBL, determining the 

bus to vehicle ratio, R was of much importance and a key factor for major decision 

taking to dedicate a lane for bus intermittently. To calculate R for certain period 

stationary detectors were used to collect traffic counts regarding Bus and total traffic. 

The placement of these detectors was significant as data collected from them were 

the fundamental element for determining current R. Hence, the detectors should 

either be positioned just immediately after the signal, or midblock of a stretched link 

where uninterrupted flow occurs in urban area. Otherwise, R would have been 

ambiguous resulting in severe mishaps. Even though, SVD (Selected Vehicle 

Detection) which delivers best counts of detected traffic as mentioned in Section 

1.2.4, if there was weak lane discipline, in model there were no such element. To get 

the most accurate results from the detectors for such case in modeling in VISSIM, it 

was found from this study that the detector length should be as minimum as possible 

and numbered differently as shown in Figure 3.1. 

To specify R, a certain period, R_calc was considered which was divided into certain 

time intervals of equal length. In this study, R_calc was 600 seconds having three 

equal time intervals of 200 seconds. In each time interval, bus to vehicle ratios were 

calculated as R1, R2 and R3 respectively, which were later averaged to define the R 

over the period R_calc. This study considered this R to be the bus to vehicle ratio 

that existed for the period of previous R_calc, which was considered as the basis for 

decision-making for the current R_calc time.  
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Figure 3.1 Layout of a typical intersection in a road network having bus priority with 

IBL 
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A parameter, �̂�, bus to vehicle ratio that existed just before reaching the peak hours, 

was applied to compare against R for making decisions regarding the lane to be 

dedicated only to bus for a minimum period, denoted as min_IBL. Later, after 

min_IBL had elapsed, if R was found to be less than R ̂, the lane was decided to be 

open to all traffic for a minimum period of another time, min_NoIBL. These two 

parameters, min_IBL and min_NoIBL, were introduced for the convenience of the 

traffic for the even transition between IBL and non-IBL conditions in the road 

network. Two timers were used in the study, timer_open and timer_closed, to keep 

track of the times of min_IBL and min_NoIBL respectively.  

The algorithm, having R_calc time step, for simulating bus lane with intermittent 

priority in a network with mixed traffic flow is shown in Figure 3.2. In the algorithm 

in total of ten cases showed in Table 3.1, were taken into account to make the 

proposed IBL work in way that that is mentioned earlier. To clearly understand the 

flow chart, R_calc of 90 seconds, both the min_IBL and min_NoIBL of 360 seconds 

were considered. Timer_open and timer_close records the opening time period and 

closing time period of IBL respectively. 

Table 3.1 Cases Considered to develop algorithm for IBL 

Case Time Relation timer_open timer_close IBL 
status  (seconds)  (seconds) (seconds) 

1 R_calc = 
90 R < �̂� Off --- Off --- Off 

2 180 R > �̂� On 0 Off --- On 

3 270 R > �̂� On 90 Off --- On 

4 360 R < �̂� On 180 Off --- On 

5 450 R<�̂� / 
R > �̂� On 270 Off --- On 
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Case Time Relation timer_open timer_close IBL 
status  (seconds)  (seconds) (seconds) 

6 540 R < �̂� Off --- On 0 Off 

7 630 R < �̂� Off --- On 90 Off 

8 720 R > �̂� Off --- On 180 Off 

9 810 R<�̂� / 
R > �̂� Off --- On 270 Off 

10 900 R > �̂� On 0 Off --- On 

 

3.4.3.5 Bus priority with intermittent bus lane   
This section discusses on the potential collaboration between proposed idea of IBL 

and Bus Priority. In prioritizing bus with IBL, the study took into consideration of 

bus to traffic volume ratio as discussed in the previous section. In case of traffic 

having lower volume of bus, entire link was available for all the traffic, minimizing 

the delay of other traffic in case of dedicating one lane exclusively to bus for 24 

hours. Hence, the concept of IBL was developed to dedicate a lane to provide road 

space priority to bus intermittently when the demand for efficient, yet reliable 

mobility of PT was high, which in turn reduced delay due to other vehicles which 

were queued in front of the bus at the signal termed as “signal queue delay” (Eichler, 

M., 2005). 

However, bus priority scheme attempted to lessen the delay caused by the red signal 

itself, thus isolating from the delay caused by other vehicles known as “signal stop 

delay”, as discussed in Section 3.4.3.3. Coupling the anticipated concept of IBL with 

BP would altogether eliminate all delay due to signals. This would result in a bus's 

travel time being only a function of the route distance, bus travel speed and stopping  
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Figure 3.2 Flow chart for modeling road network having IBL 
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Figure 3.3 Flow chart for modeling road network having bus priority with IBL 
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for passenger alighting and boarding (Eichler, M., 2005). To pair BP with IBL, this 

research incorporated bus priority scheme when there was no need of road space 

priority as per consideration of our study stated in the section 3.4.3.4. Consequently, 

the algorithm illustrated in Figure 3.2 is further extended as shown in Figure 3.3. 

3.4.4 Experimental traffic conditions 

To evaluate the applicability of transit priority schemes in the context of traffic 

conditions in the field, the model was coded with different volumes ranging from 

1000 to 4000 vehicles/hour in the priority approaches as traffic flows observed in the 

field had been fluctuating in this range. Moreover, it was also observed that bus to 

total vehicle ratio had fluctuating from 9% to 17% in the study area where as in peak 

hours it was in between 15% to 17%. So, the model was simulated for different 

volumes having bus to total vehicle ratio varying from 10% to 20% during peak 

hours with a sensitivity of 2.5%; a total of 20 scenarios illustrated in Figure 3.4 had 

been assessed to evaluate the performances of the priority strategy. 

3.4.5 Data collected from model 

After the validation of the model with field data, the model was incorporated with the 

priority techniques stated in Section 3.4.3 and later, it was simulated for 20 

experimental traffic conditions discussed in Section 3.4.4 for each priority schemes 

to evaluate the network performances of the road network based on average delay of 

all the vehicles and buses. These wide range of data were extracted by running these 

simulation models for 14400 simulation seconds each. 

3.5 Results and Discussion 

Data mined from the simulation model was critically analysed to evaluate the 

applicability of proposed priority techniques in context of local traffic conditions.  

3.5.1 Graphical representation of effective priority scheme 

Extracted data regarding average delay of vehicles and bus were studied to assess the 

efficiency of the proposed bus priority with IBL, with other priority strategies  
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Figure 3.4 Experimental traffic conditions 

incorporated in the model. These data were represented in a graphical colour coded 

format for variable traffic volumes and bus to vehicle ratio by which decision makers 

of a society can easily select the best suited bus priority alternatives for the 

prevailing traffic condition where the scheme will be implemented. 

3.5.2 Validation of the graphical representation 

Developed graphical representation of effective priority scheme was validated based 

on the average delay of all vehicles and bus which was extracted by running 

simulation model coded with the field data for 25200 seconds for each traffic 

scenarios stated in Section 3.4.3. 

1000 
veh /hr

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 10%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 12.5%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 15%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 17.5%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 20%

2000 
veh /hr

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 10%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 12.5%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 15%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 17.5%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 20%

3000 
veh /hr

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 10%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 12.5%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 15%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 17.5%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 20%

4000 
veh /hr

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 10%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 12.5%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 15%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 17.5%

•Bus to vehicle Ratio - 20%
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3.6 Documentation 

In this research work, report writing was a significant and essential task. All the 

research work being carried out was properly documented and the documentation 

were outlined as discussed in Section 1.5 

3.7 Overview 

All the five steps in carrying out the thesis were stated in this chapter and were 

firmly followed to get desired outcome of this research as mentioned earlier. The 

following chapter focuses on collection of data and development of microscopic 

model integrated with bus priority with IBL in VISSIM in details to investigate the 

competence of the priority schemes in context of local traffic conditions. 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 4  

DATA COLLECTION AND MICROSIMULATION MODEL 

DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Introduction 

In running simulation model in VISSIM, specific field data such as geometric 

characteristics consisting of road width, shoulder width, width of median if there is 

one and traffic characteristic that includes traffic volume, vehicle count, types of 

vehicle needed to be collected. In addition to that there is a need to select a 

performance point with which the model should be calibrated by adjusting some 

parameters which is integrated in VISSIM software packages so that the results from 

the model is close to the collected field data. The primary aim of the data collection 

from the field was to be able to gather information regarding performances of bus as 

PT in coping up with high demand for efficient mobility within the city under the 

prevailing mixed traffic conditions, which will later be compared to the 

performances of the PT in case of the network having bus priority with IBL in the 

microscopic traffic flow simulation tool VISSIM. Due to the scarcity of data from 

the mixed traffic behavior and time constrain, it was a great challenge in this research 

to collect all the acceptable necessary and relevant data for calibration of the 

microscopic simulation model. After modeling is completed, average delay time for 

bus and all the vehicles collected from the simulated model for quantitative analysis 

and evaluation of the network performance. This chapter is concerned with the data 

collection processes of the study and the development of the model in VISSIM. Data 

from study area were collected during the period of end of December,2016 to mid of 

January 2017. 

4.2 Objectives of Data Collection 

The objectives of the study were: 

(i) To achieve a better understanding of the effectiveness of Bus as PT under 

mixed traffic conditions. 
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(ii) To get comprehensive data from selected intersection- against which the 

microscopic simulation model would be calibrated. These include (a) basic 

input data such as: geometric layout of links and background map, signal 

timing, relative flow, desired speed, vehicle composition, vehicle model 

distribution, weight and power distribution, proportion of tuning vehicle and 

(b) the measure of effectiveness data.  

(iii) to explore the effectiveness of Bus priority with IBL in prioritizing PT in 

the network by extracting data collected from the modeling done in VISSIM 

with the help of Vehicle Actuated Programming. 

4.3 Study Area and Data Collection 

The main criteria for selecting the sites under study were- 

(i) Movement of PT is higher than the average in other Roads. 

(ii) Reasonably flat area to eliminate the effect of gradient. 

(iii) Approaches with sufficiently long lengths so that intersection can be 

considered as isolated and vehicle arrival at upstream can occur randomly. 

(iv) To exclude the effect of pedestrians, parked vehicles and bus stops, as they 

tend to make the subject more complex to be studied.  

(v) Bus Priority schemes can be adopted in the Road Network under 

consideration for this research. 

The site selected for the study is a section of 6-lane major artery road–Kazi Nazrul 

Islam Avenue (KNIA), starting from Farmgate Bus Stop up to the Shahbag Square. 

This approximately 3-km long stretch signalized corridor is relatively interrupted 

having two four-legged intersections and one 3-legged intersection as illustrated in 

Figure 4.1. These major junctions are currently operated manually by traffic police. 

Kawran Bazar Intersection (KBI) and Bangla Motor Intersection (BMI) is a four-arm 

signalized junction and Paribagh Intersection (PRI) is a T-junction. The traffic in the 

test site area follows left-hand traffic rules. In addition to that traffic circulation on 

most the road is two way (Figure 4.1). All the approaches coming from east and west 

to the intersections, KBI, BMI, and PRI have two lanes. 
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Figure 4.1 Birds eye view and traffic circulation in the 
study area 
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Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue is one of the two major arterials that connects not only the 

North and East side of Dhaka but also its neighborhood to the commercial and 

industrial zone of the city. As a result, the movement of PT was much higher in this 

avenue during the peak hours yet there was considerable number of vehicles on the 

East-West approaches, thus, making the site suitable for this research purpose. 

Traffic count data were collected in two peak hours morning peak- 8:00 am to 11:00 

am and afternoon peak hour- 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm for consecutive 3 days; 2 weekdays 

and 1 weekend, representing 7 hours of traffic flow each day. 

4.3.1 Traffic flows 

Traffic flows of classified vehicles observed during peak hours of the day was 

modelled as buses are likely to be delayed during that time of the day due to huge 

congestion. High-resolution video camera installed in each intersection had recorded 

classified vehicle count. From the primary data files of 5-minutes resolution, hourly 

flow volumes, composition and peak period flow variation were generated at the data 

collection points, marked as gold directional arrow in Figure 4.1 using image 

processing technique (Hossain, S., 2015). Peak hours flow (veh/hr) of the traffic are 

shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Peak hour flows (veh/hr) 

Intersections N-S E-W S-N W-E 

Kawran Bazar Intersection 2474 1115 3397 1452 

Bangla Motor Intersection 2521 1476 3208 1150 

Paribagh Intersection 3211 2196 1872 - 

 

4.3.2 Signal phasing and control system  

All the junctions in the network had fixed time traffic signal control and their phases 

are demonstrated in Figure 4.2. Even though the intersections are authorized by 

Dhaka City Corporation to be controlled by Fixed Time Traffic Signal Control, it 
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was manually conducted by traffic police in the field. So, the variation of cycle time 

differs from time to time, yet the stage sequence remains the same. To get the most 

accurate cycle time, several data regarding stage timing were recorded at different 

times of the day and averaged. 

Top View Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

 

   

 
Figure 4.2 (a) Stage diagram for the signal controls at Kawran Bazar intersection 

Top View Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

 
   

Figure 4.2 (b) Stage diagram for the signal controls at Bangla Motor intersection 

Top View Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

    

Figure 4.2 (c) Stage diagram for the signal controls at Paribagh intersection 

4.4 Development of Microsimulation Model 

Simulation has been recognized as one of the best tools for modeling of traffic flow 

under homogeneous as well as heterogeneous conditions. Traffic characteristics on 

Figure 4.2 Stage diagrams of the signal controls at the intersections  
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roads are complex system that varies with time and with a considerable amount of 

randomness and simultaneous interactions. Stochastic simulation gives us the 

advantage of being able to study how the created model behaves dynamically over 

time or after a certain span of time. The most difficult and critical process in 

simulating any traffic flow scenario is to calibrate and validate the simulated model. 

With advanced programming in VISSIM, developed by PTV Group, has made it 

possible. VISSIM is a microscopic, time step and a psychophysical car-following 

model-based simulation tool. The program can simulate multi-modal traffic flows, 

including cars, goods vehicles, buses, heavy rail, trams, light rail, 2-wheelers 

(scooter, motorcycles), 3-wheelers (CNG, auto rickshaw, manual rickshaw, human 

hauler, van), bicycles and pedestrians. VISSIM has been used to model the 

heterogeneous traffic, pedestrian’s movement, private and public transport operations 

and roundabouts and grade separated interchanges under constraints of roadway 

geometry, vehicle characteristics, driving behavior and traffic controls. This tool can 

also simulate and visualize the interactions between road traffic and pedestrians by 

using various types of signal control logic, signal priority logic in accession to the 

built-in fixed-time functionality or vehicle-actuated signal controls. Capacity and 

operations analyses of complex network can be evaluated and optimized. In addition, 

analysis of slow speed, weaving and merging areas, easy comparison of design 

alternatives including signalized and stop sign controlled intersections make it a 

useful tool for the evaluation of various alternatives based on selected measures of 

effectiveness to study of traffic impact due to proposed schemes. 

4.4.1 Building VISSIM model 

Verkehr In Städten – Simulations model (VISSIM 5.30) construction procedure of 

the road network in the study area consists of: (1) Identification of important road 

geometric features; (2) Collection and processing of traffic data; (3) Traffic network 

coding and define vehicle inputs; and (4) Validation of the calibrated model based on 

pre-defined mobility parameters. 

For this research purpose, traffic survey data of typical weekdays was analyzed to 

define the peak hour traffic flow as stated in Section 4.3. Collected data were used to 
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find out the vehicle composition, vehicle classification, total traffic, percentage 

turning movement in the network which was used for the VISSIM model inputs. To 

replicate the real-life traffic operation, calibration was conducted from both system 

and operational point of view. Specifically, a topographic survey was conducted to 

obtain data regarding existing road layout and geometry of study intersections shown 

in Figure 4.3 (a). Detailed network geometry was coded through the VISSIM 

graphical user interface (GUI) as shown in Figure 4.3 (b). 

Moreover, to make the model representative of the real-world, both the motorized 

vehicle (bus, car, CNG etc.) and non-motorized vehicle (rickshaw, bi-cycle etc.) 

were defined in the model.  

Lack of enforcement of lane discipline resulted non-lane-based traffic situation in the 

study area. Even though it is quite complicated to model the non-lane-based flow but 

by changing different parameter values (related to driving behavior, lane changing 

behavior, lateral distance, headway distance etc.) in VISSIM and with the ease of 

sophisticated programming it was made possible to build a non-lane based VISSIM 

model. After coding of the network, the base model was run with Wiedemann 74 car 

following driver behavior model; and traffic operation was observed at the afore 

mentioned intersections to validate the microscopic model, so that the simulation 

model represents existing traffic scenario on Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue very well. 

4.4.2 VISSIM model calibration and validation 

Calibration is the process by which individual components of simulation model are 

refined and adjusted, so that simulation model accurately represents field measured 

or observed traffic conditions. Later, validation was done by the visualization of non-

lane-based traffic flow in the network (Figure 4.9) and data collected from the field. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Eye view of the study area Figure 4.3 (b) Modelled road network         
                        in VISSIM 

 

4.4.2.1 System calibration 
After creation of network, the vehicle input for various links was given according to 

the survey. This was followed by specifying the various routes in which vehicles 

travelled and the volume of these vehicles in each route is specified.   Five vehicle 

types were created to replicate traffic composition in the project site: (1) Motorbike; 
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(2) Car/Jeep/Micro-bus/Tempo; (3) CNG; (4) Bus/Truck (8.0%) and (5) Rickshaw/ 

van. Local vehicles are modeled in 3D Studio-Max first and then converted into 

VISSIM recognizable vehicle element by V3DM as shown in Figure 4.4.  

Figure 4.4 (a) CNG   Figure 4.4 (b) Rickshaw  

 

Figure 4.5 (a) Car       Figure 4.5 (b) Bus 

Figure 4.5 (c) CNG               Figure 4.5 (d) NMV 

 
Figure 4.5 Distribution of desired speed of vehicles 

Figure 4.4 Modeled local vehicles 
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The simulation warm-up period was set to 30 minutes. Local vehicles were calibrated 

for the desired speed distribution illustrated in Figure 4.5. Other kinematic 

parameters as well as for the physical dimension were taken as default value. The 

data collection points, travel time sections, queue counters and nodes are placed to 

obtain data from the model which was used to validate model. 

4.4.2.2 Operational Calibration 
The geometry of existing network was created using links and link connectors which 

are the building blocks of VISSIM model. The number of lanes per road and width of 

each lane, central median, traffic islands and other road features were specified as per 

existing condition. The driving behavior parameter sets for the customized freeway 

links were adjusted to alter the aggressiveness of the drivers near the merge areas. 

Regarding operational calibration, traffic simulation model contains numerous 

parameters to define and replicate traffic flow in the network, traffic flow 

characteristics and driver behavior. VISSIM simulation model contains default 

values for each parameter, but also allows a range of user applied values for each 

parameter. These parameters were changed to replicate field measurements and 

observed conditions. Local driving behavior was calibrated for the following 

parameters: standstill longitudinal distance between the stopped vehicles, headway 

time in seconds, following variation which restricts the longitudinal oscillation and 

indicates how much more distance than desired distance a driver allows before he 

intentionally moves closer to vehicle in front, speed dependency of oscillation, 

oscillation acceleration, standstill acceleration, minimum headway, maximum 

deceleration of vehicle and trailing vehicle for lane change, overtaking 

characteristics, minimum lateral distance at different speeds, waiting time for 

diffusion e.g. the default value of Wiedemann 74 car following model for average 

standstill distance, additive part of safety distance, multiplicative part of safety 

distance were changed as shown in Figure 4.6.  

As mentioned earlier, because of mixed traffic condition (motorized and non-

motorized), it is difficult to enforce lane discipline in urban roads if Dhaka city. 
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Hence, vehicle occupies lateral positions on any part of road based on space 

availability; fast moving vehicle pass slow vehicles from both sides. Therefore, non- 

lane-based driving behavior was modeled to replicate the ground reality as illustrated 

in Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.9 in previous pages. 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.7 Modified lane changing parameters 

Figure 4.6 Modified car following behavior parameters 
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Figure 4.9 Poor lane discipline at Bangla Motor intersection 

Figure 4.8 Modified lateral behavior parameters  
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4.4.3 Developing vehicle actuated signal control 

After the calibration and validation of the model was done to replicate the real time 

traffic scenario as close as possible, next step was to integration of bus priority 

techniques stated in Section 3.4.3. As this priority schemes required vehicle actuated 

signal control, VAP (vehicle actuated programming), an optional add-on module of 

VISSIM was used to simulate programmable, phase or stage based, traffic actuated 

signal controls.  

4.4.3.1 Operating VAP signal controller 
Within VISSIM an existing signal control logic is to be set to VAP type. Later, three 

files are required to fully operate VAP signal controller. At first, program file must 

be set to VAP216.DLL which is accessible in VISSIM installation folder. 

Furthermore, a logic file (*.VAP) and a file containing signal and interstages 

definitions (*.PUA) Need to Be Selected As Illustrated In Figure 4.10. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Windows of vehicle actuated signal controller 
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4.4.3.2 Generating interstages files 
The study area considered for this research is a signalized corridor having three 

major junctions as discussed in Section 4.3. Signal phases and control system in 

those intersections are also illustrated earlier in this chapter in Section 4.3.2. 

To model existing traffic conditions simple fixed time traffic control was integrated 

to the simulation software. However, to adopt bus priority techniques stated in 

Section 3.4.3.3 and Section 3.4.3.5, VAP signal control was used in VISSIM. To 

actuate the signal controller according to the presence of bus, detectors was used at 

upstream of signal. Moreover, to calculate Priority Extension Time (PVE) discussed 

in Section 3.4.3.3, detector distance is a critical parameter and criterion to set the 

detector distance was discussed in detail in those sections. Besides, PVE was 

required to create interstage file for the signal controller for those intersections.  

detector distance and green time extension for individual approaches of all three 

intersections have been illustrated in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Detector distance and priority extension time 
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  (m) (m) (sec) (sec) (sec) 

Kawran 
Bazar 

Intersection 

N-S 170 150 25 8 33 

S-N 168 150 25 8 33 

Bangla 
Motor 

Intersection 

N-S 153 150 25 8 33 

S-N 156 150 25 8 33 

Paribagh 
Intersection 

N-S 130 150 17 7 33 

S-N 101 100 17 7 24 
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Interstage files was created using VISSIG controller and was combined to VAP 

signal controller by saving the interstage files having (*.PUA) extensions. As our 

study area had three signalized intersection, three (*.PUA) was created which are 

given in Appendix A.1  

4.4.3.3 Coding logic files 
Next step in operating VAP signal controller is to generate a logic file, which is the 

significant part of this study. To create logic file (*.VAP), VisVAP interface was 

used shown in Figure 4.11.  

 

To integrate the bus priority techniques discussed in Chapter 3, logic files was 

created separately for each priority schemes. In modeling bus priority with IBL, logic 

file was developed in three stages: 

Stage 1. Develop (BP.vap) file for Bus Priority 

Stage 2. Develop (IBL.vap) file for Intermittent Bus Lane (IBL) 

Stage 3. Develop (BP_IBL.vap) file for Bus Priority with IBL by 

integrating (*.vap) files generated in Stage 1 and Stage 2 

Figure 4.11 VisVAP interface to generate (*.vap) files 
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At Stage 1, logic files were coded to prioritize bus through extending green phase in 

accordance with Table 4.2, for each intersection. Furthermore, detectors placed for 

bus priority in the modelled network was numbered accordingly to identify them in 

the formed (*vap) file. Coding of these files to assimilate bus priority in the 

intersections of the modelled network is provided in Appendix A.2.1.  

Stage 2 was designed to implicate IBL to modelled network based on the algorithm, 

stated in Section 3.4.3.4. The algorithm was developed in VisVAP and subsequently 

vap file was created. In this file, some parameter was set initially according to the 

traffic conditions for which the model was to be simulated, given in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Parametaer used to develop (*.vap) file to model IBL in VISSIM 

Parameter (Unit) Value considered  
in this study Significance 

busRatio  (%) 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20  �̂�, Stated in Section 3.4.3.4 

R_calc  (second) 600 Stated in Section 3.4.3.4 

minIBL   (second) 3600 Stated in Section 3.4.3.4 

min_noIB (second) 1800 Stated in Section 3.4.3.4 

BR_min  (%) 4 
Minimum bus to vehicle ratio 
observed in the field during 
R_calc period. 

    

To incorporate IBL to vap signal controller, detectors placed for IBL in the modelled 

network was also numbered accordingly but different from the one used for Bus 

Priority to distinguish them in the compiled (*vap) file. As in the study area there 

were two-way flow in Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue, the flow of traffic as well as its 

compositions and routing of vehicles were different in two directions. While coding 

the logic file, two directional flow and the difference in traffic maneuvers in those 

directions were taken into consideration. An example of coded (*.vap) file for 

coupling IBL to the simulation tool is given in Appendix A.2.2 considered for vap 

signal controller used in the model having peak hour bus flow above 10% of total 
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traffic signifying that if the bus to vehicle ratio over R_calc period is found to be 

greater than 10% , one lane  will be dedicated for bus exclusively at least for 1 hour.  

Stage 3 was about combining (*.vap) files coded in Stage 1 and Stage 2 to apply the 

proposed bus priority with IBL to the modeled network, following the algorithm of 

which was stated in Section 3.4.3.5. Even though road space priority was given 

throughout the Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue, for which one (*vap) file was enough, but 

as the corridor has three intersections, each having different signal phase and timing, 

three (*.vap) file was coded, each linked to a junction. Illustration of such (*.vap) file 

linked to Kawran Bazar intersection are shown in Appendix A.2.3  

4.4.4 Data collection from model 

Priority techniques stated in Section 3.4.3 were also modeled in VISSIM for 

comparative study with bus priority with IBL in case of local traffic conditions that 

existed in the field to check the suitability of the proposed priority scheme. In total of 

5 core model was developed to replicate 5 traffic scenarios stated in Section 1.4. As 

stated in Section 3.4.5, for all the scenarios and traffic conditions stated in Section 

3.4.4, a total of 100 microscopic models were developed which were simulated for 

14400 simulation seconds each. From these simulation runs, data related to average 

delay of vehicles and bus were extracted to evaluate the performance of both the bus 

and the network having mixed traffic conditions in case of proposed priority method 

and compare its performance with other priority methods.  

4.5 Summary 

This chapter has focused on the data collected from field and the development of 

microsimulation model to incorporate bus priority with IBL with the road network 

using VAP. In addition to that, it also encompasses the data collection procedure 

from the simulation tool to assess the performance and suitability of the proposed 

priority rules in case of network having mixed traffic condition. Next chapter 

highlights on the way of analyzing this collected data to reach the goal of this study. 



 

 

Chapter 5  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Introduction 

As discussed in the previous chapter, two types of data have been collected. The 

primary data has been used in modelling bus priority with IBL in VISSIM. This 

allows to calibrate and validate the model. After modeling, secondary data was 

collected from simulation and they were analysed to observe the performances of bus 

as an effective PT, considering both intermittent bus lane and bus priority under non-

based heterogeneous traffic scenario in a signalized corridor. 

5.2 Analysis of Field Data 

Collected field data was analysed to find out the traffic composition of the study area 

and observe the traffic characteristic existed there. 

Public transport in the city provides the basis of the means of movement to perform 

the residents’ business, commercial transactions, education and leisure pursuits. 

Besides the current economic situation is boosting due to which auto ownership is 

increasing day by day resulting in more supply of traffic to the road network. Public 

transports are double-decker buses, urban-buses; mini buses whereas the private 

transport modes are car, jeep, microbus and motorcycle. Traffic compositions in the 

study area and Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue are illustrated in Figure 5.1.   

It is observed that the proportion of bus is almost doubled in KNIA than in whole 

signalized corridor signifying that KNIA as important linker between north and south 

parts of the city as stated in Section 4.3. In addition to that it was also seen that 

private car occupies nearly half of the total motorized vehicles representing that auto 

ownership is increasing because of economical boosting in the country. Furthermore, 

in  the  study  area,  KNIA  connects two public universities, one mega shopping mall  
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    Figure 5.1 (a) Study Area  Figure 5.1 (b) Kazi Nazrul Islam  

                         Avenue 
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and commercial areas. All of these are attracting people of all categories, employers, 

students; workers etc. which justifies the high traffic activity of motorized vehicle in 

the study area both public and private car. 

During peak time, mobility of urban city dwellers increases, so does the demand for 

the buses. As a result, the number of operational bus increases. This phenomenon 

was replicated while studying the traffic composition in our study area illustrated in 

Figure 5.2. Bus to vehicle ratio reaches to at most 18% in peak hours while during 

off-peak hours the ratio is as low as 9%, signifying that demand for PT increases 

nearly by double during rush hours. At other time of the day, this value fluctuates 

from 12 to 15%. This drifts of bus to vehicle ratio over the day lead this study to set 

it as a significant pointer to bus demand, in considering a lane to be intermittently 

dedicated to bus for a certain period to meet the uprising demand of PT in rush hour 

as detailed in Section 3.4.3.4.  

5.3 Analysis of Data from Model 

After the completion of base model and its calibration, the data related to travel time 

delay of both bus and vehicles at nodes were collected by simulating the model 

varying both traffic volume and bus to vehicle ratio simultaneously as stated in 

Section 3.4.4. throughout 2,88,000 simulation seconds for ‘Do Nothing’ scenario and 

for each incorporated bus priority strategies detailed in Section 3.4. This is was done 

to evaluate their efficiency in prioritizing PT in mixed traffic condition.  

5.3.1 Evaluation of network performance 

Average delay per bus and vehicle extracted from VISSIM for all the scenarios stated 

in Section 1.4 is graphically represented in Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.7. These graphs 

illustrate the trendline of effectiveness of the bus priority schemes in improving the 

performances of the road network having mixed traffic conditions for varied traffic 

volume and bus to vehicle ratio during peak hours stated in previous section. 
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Amongst the most practiced bus priority schemes in the developing countries, DBL 

offered the best performances for PT according to the trendlines of these figures. 

This study showed that DBL strategy decreased traffic delay of buses almost by 40% 

from “Do Nothing” strategy. This figure even reached up to 60% when bus demand 

was as low as 10% which was due to dedication of a lane exclusively to bus in urban 

road network where they had less interaction with other traffics facing only signal 

stop delay mentioned in Section 3.4.3.5. However, in a road network having 15% or 

lower percentage of bus, bus signal priority scheme minimized average delay of per 

vehicle, at least 40% more, which sometimes rises to 120%, than what DBL does.  

5.3.1.1 Bus demand: 10% of total traffic 
In this traffic conditions, bus to vehicle ratio during peak hours vary from 10% to 

12.5% and IBL was considered if existed bus demand reaches 10%. Even though 

DBL is best for PT, when overall network performance is considered it would be 

second last option to choose for traffic volume up to around 3600 veh/hr as shown in 

Figure 5.3(b). Its due to dedication of 33% of road space to only to a vehicle that is 

only 10% of total vehicles in the network. However, in case of traffic volume higher 

than 3600 veh/hr considering both the average delay per bus and vehicles DBL seem 

to perform better because of less interaction of large vehicles with other traffics 

manoeuvre when traffic volume is very high.  

Furthermore, one of the major findings in this research illustrated in Figure 5.3 was 

that, incorporating bus priority strategy tends to improve road network performance 

by minimizing delay of overall traffic, around 90%  to 120% more than what DBL 

does, which was due to the fact that even though signal priority is triggered upon the 

detection of bus prior to the signal,  other vehicles get the advantage of green 

extension in the case of active priority due to weak lane discipline that increases the 

degree of uncertainty of reaching the bus to stop line before red phase starts. 
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Figure 5.3 (a) Bus 

 
Figure 5.3 (b) Vehicle 

 

However, implementation of Bus priority with IBL (BP + IBL) optimized both the 

average delays per bus and vehicles, making it best suitable alternatives for this 

traffic conditions. Nevertheless, in case of higher volume of traffic, DBL dictated 

over the proposed priority scheme as IBL requires lane changing of PT to a lane 

upon the activation IBL which induces delay as traffic manoeuvre is difficult in case 

of high volume of traffic in the network.  

5.3.1.2 Bus demand: 12.5% of total traffic 
Average delay per bus for all traffic scenarios having bus demand varying from 

12.5% to 15%, shown in Figure 5.4(a), follows the same trends as illustrated in 

Figure 5.3(a) except in the case of IBL and bus priority with IBL. Indeed, bus 
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priority with IBL improved the mobility of PT in the signalized corridor then the 

network integrated with only IBL. Moreover, as the bus demand reached 12.5%, 

based on the performances of the road network considering average delay of the 

traffic, bus priority with IBL was found to be preferable for both PT and other 

vehicles than only IBL, illustrated in Figure 5.4. On the contrary, in case of higher 

volume, as mentioned earlier, the former priority scheme was found less effective.  

Besides, average delay per vehicle also fluctuated for all priority rules as the volume 

of the traffic increase except when the only bus priority is adopted to prioritize public 

transport.  During this traffic scenario having bus priority, average delay per vehicle 

increased up to the volume 3000 veh/hr, then it started to decline as volume increases 

making this priority strategy preferable in case of high volume of traffic.  However, 

when improving the performance of public transport is concerned in a network 

having traffic volume higher than 3400 veh/hr, Figure 5.4  demonstrated that this 

alternative was not at all desirable since it decreased the average delay per vehicle 

and per bus by 11% and 9% respectively from Do-Nothing strategy whereas 

adopting strategy regarding dedicated bus lane lessened the delay by 4% and 48% 

correspondingly, making dedicated bus lane to be preferable for this network in 

current situation. 

 

 
Figure 5.4 (a) Bus 
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Figure 5.4 (b) Vehicle 

 

5.3.1.3 Bus demand: 15% of total traffic 
In a mixed traffic conditions, having bus to vehicle ratio varied from 15% to 17.5% 

in peak hours, bus priority with IBL was still found to effective in optimizing the 

average delay of traffic up to 3300 veh/hr shown in Figure 5.5. However, for higher 

traffic volume, bus priority was not seen to minimize average delay per vehicle as it 

was observed in earlier cases of bus demand in the network. Incorporation of DBL to 

network seem to be best alternative for improving the network performance as well 

as increasing the reliability of PT by minimizing considerable average delay.    
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Figure 5.5 (b) Vehicle 

 

5.3.1.4 Bus demand: 17.5% of total traffic 
All the bus priority techniques stated in Section 3.4.3, were found to improve the 

network performances in the test site in the same manner if bus demand varies from 

17.5% to 20%, illustrated in Figure 5.6(b) Moreover, this figure signifies that 

amongst the adopted bus priority strategies, bus priority with IBL performs better for 

the network having traffic volume below 2500 veh/hr. As traffic volume rise further, 

DBL seemed to be most suitable for this network based on both the average delay per 

bus and vehicle, demonstrated in Figure 5.6. 

 
Figure 5.6 (a) Bus 
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Figure 5.6 (b) Vehicle 

 

5.3.1.5 Bus demand: 20% of total traffic 
With further increase in bus demand, bus priority with IBL was found suitable for 

traffic volume less than 1500 veh/hr, becoming less effective in high traffic volume. 

For higher traffic volume, even though bus signal priority was preferable considering 

overall network performance, it underperformed in minimizing the average delay per 

bus due to same reason stated in Section 5.3.1.1. On the contrary, DBL ameliorated 

performances of the network from “Do Nothing” scenario by minimizing average 

delay per bus and vehicle considerably than other priority methods. 
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Figure 5.7 (b) Vehicle 

 

5.3.2 “Color Code” for suitable bus priority techniques 

After investigating Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.7 which represent the performance of the 

network having mixed traffic under several bus priority over varied traffic volume 

and bus demand, a “Color Code” was developed for selecting the most suitable bus 

priority method for the prevailing condition of any network.   

5.3.2.1 Development of “Color Code” 
This study developed a Color code considering both the average delay per bus and 

vehicle in the network having different priority techniques.  

At first, for a specific bus demand in the network stated in Section 5.3.1, traffic 

scenarios stated in 1.4 were ranked from 1 to 5 regarding their effect on minimizing 

average delay per vehicle over traffic volume 1000 veh/hr to 4000 veh/hr; referring 1 

to the scenario that induce maximum average delay and 5 to the one that causes 

minimum average delay in the network. Then, for the same bus demand, traffic 

scenarios were further ranked from 1 (maximum average delay) to 5(minimum 

average delay) based on average delay per bus over the same range of traffic volume. 

Summing those two rankings of each bus priority strategy at that bus demand, would 

deliver the best suitable method to integrate in the network for the prevailing traffic 
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conditions to prioritize PT taking also into account the increase in average delay per 

vehicle due to the incorporation of that priority rules.   

A 3D surface diagram shown in Figure 5.8, was generated using MATLAB r2019 

over a range of traffic volume and bus demand, based on the summation of the 

rankings for the adopted bus priority techniques in the test network having 

heterogeneous traffic conditions. The bottom surface of the 3D diagram is 

demonstrated in Figure 5.9 which signifies the scenarios that causes maximum delay 

in the network. The figure implies that, for current condition in the network, “Do 

Nothing” strategy, is the worst approach referring the urgent need of incorporating 

bus priority techniques in the test site. On the contrary, Figure 5.10, the top surface 

of the 3D diagram, establishes the most suitable bus priority schemes to improve the 

network performance over a variety of traffic volume and bus demand, by optimizing 

average delay per bus and vehicle. This will work as a “Color Code” for the policy 

makers to select the best PT priority option for the existing condition of the test site 

that has mixed traffic with weak lane discipline. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 3D surface diagram showing the ranking of all the priority schemes  

based on their performances considering average delay of traffic 
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Figure 5.9 Bottom surface of the 3D diagram showing the priority methods           

causing maximum average delay of traffic 

 
Figure 5.10 “Color Code”: Top surface of the 3D diagram showing the                       

priority methods causing minimum average delay of traffic 
 

5.3.2.2 Validation of the “Color Code” 
The data collected from the field was used to validate the “Color Code”. As in the 

proposed IBL concept, minimum IBL opening time was 3600 seconds as stated in 

Section 3.4.3.4, the critical traffic volume to be considered for activating IBL should 

be the maximum traffic volume that sustained over this period. From collected traffic 
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volume in the study area, this critical volume was found to lie in between 2700 to 

3200 veh/hr shown in Section 4.3.1. In addition to that, from the Figure 5.2, it is 

evident that during peak hours bus demand ranges from 15 to 18% of total traffic.  

For this traffic conditions, the most suitable priority option suggested by the “Color 

Code” is Bus priority with IBL over other priority techniques.  

To verify this suggestion, the model was further incorporated with the priority 

methods and field data. Then the model was simulated for 25,200 seconds, 

representing 7 hours of data collection period, for each scenario stated in Section 

3.4.3 to extract both the average delay per bus and vehicle. The trend of average 

delay per vehicle and bus for those scenarios are illustrated in Figure 5.11. 

Furthermore, the summary of the network performances based on nodal evaluation 

considering average delay was carried out. Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 shows the 

ranking of priority schemes according to the average delay per bus and vehicle along 

with the facts respectively. Table 5.2 shows that bus priority seems to perform better 

in case of considering average delay per vehicle than considering average delay per 

bus due to same reason stated in Section 5.3.1.2. On the contrary, bus priority with 

intermittent bus lane shows noticeably better result than only bus priority schemes in 

minimizing both the average delay per vehicle and bus.   

Table 5.1 Ranking of priority schemes according to the average delay per bus 

Average delay per Bus 

Rankings Priority 

Schemes 

Average 

Delay 

4 IBL + BP* 347.94 

3 IBL 357.77 

2 DBL 360.86 

1 BP 418.27 

* IBL + BP = Bus priority with IBL 
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Figure 5.11 (a) Vehicle 

 
Figure 5.11 (b) Bus 
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Table 5.2 Ranking of priority schemes according to the average delay per vehicle 

Average delay per vehicles 

Rankings Priority 

Schemes 

Average 

Delay 

4 BP 405.41 

3 IBL + BP* 420.56 

2 DBL 445.47 

1 IBL 471.73 

* IBL + BP = Bus priority with IBL 

Based on ranking stated in Section 5.3.2.1, Bus priority with IBL was found to 

ameliorate performances of the network considering both the average delay by bus 

and vehicle, as suggested by the “Color Code”. Hence, the “Color Code” was 

verified for the choosing of most suitable bus priority strategy for the network having 

mixed traffic condition. 

5.4 Summary 

This chapter has concentrated on the performance of bus priority with IBL in a 

signalized corridor, having mix traffic conditions with weak lane discipline, based on 

travel time delay. With further research and advancement that is recommended in the 

next chapter, the limitation of this research can be overcome.    



 

 

Chapter 6  

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

6.1 Conclusion 

This research has focused on prioritizing PT without compromising the delay of 

other traffic in an urban road network under heterogeneous traffic condition. To 

improve the network performance, PT was prioritized by incorporating bus priority 

with intermittent bus lane, which was further evaluated by modeling this priority 

rules in microscopic simulation software VISSIM 5.30. Required data was collected 

for modeling the network initially, then it was calibrated to simulate mixed traffic 

condition to observe the impact of the priority scheme. The outcomes, limitations of 

this research and recommendation for further study are discussed in this chapter. 

Conclusions drawn from this research are summarized below- 

(i) Traffic characteristic let alone public transportation system in Dhaka city 

has not improved over the years, despite the fact that road users had 

increased, and economical condition of the country boosted, resulting in 

severe traffic congestion. Furthermore, strategies regarding reinforcing road 

network with more buses and construction of road infrastructure had not 

been proved effective in eradicating traffic problems in one of the fastest 

growing cities as expected so far due to non-lane based mixed traffic 

conditions with weak enforcement of traffic rules and regulations.  

(ii) The study developed algorithm for simulating bus priority with intermittent 

bus lane in an urban road network, having heterogeneous traffic condition 

with weak lane discipline, using Vehicle Actuated Programming within 

microsimulation software VISSIM. Moreover, it was designed in a way that 

a lane will be intermittently dedicated to bus rather than exclusively 

dedicating the lane even though the presence of bus was minimal in the road 

network, making the prioritization of PT adaptive with the demand of PT in 

the corridor. Furthermore, when the lane was not dedicated to bus, active 
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bus priority was incorporated to improve the mobility of PT upon the 

detection of bus prior to signal. 

(iii) Dedicated Bus Lane performed best in prioritizing PT by decreasing traffic 

delay of buses almost by 40% from “Do Nothing” strategy which even 

lessens up to 60% when bus demand is as low as 10%. This was due to 

dedication of a lane exclusively to bus in urban road network where they 

face less interaction with other traffics experiencing only signal stop delay. 

However, as the percentage of buses decreases from 12.5%, average delay 

per vehicle increased substantially since a considerable portion of link is 

dedicated to only small portion of traffic present in the network 

(iv) One of the major findings of this research is that, bus priority minimized 

average delay per vehicle by at least 40% or in some cases up to 120% more 

than what DBL did in an urban road network having mixed traffic 

conditions, whereas the case was totally opposite in considering 

improvement of performance in public transportation system. It was due to 

the fact that even though signal priority was triggered upon the detection of 

bus prior to the signal, other vehicles got the advantage of green extension 

in the case of active priority due to weak lane discipline that increased the 

degree of uncertainty of reaching the bus to stop line before red phase starts. 

(v) This study also perceives that bus priority with intermittent bus lane 

optimized between the average delay of both the traffic and bus by covering 

the shortcomings of DBL and bus priority. This priority scheme was found 

to be effective in low volume of traffic with bus to vehicle ratio up to 17.5% 

in the road network. Further rise in the percentage of bus made DBL more 

suitable for the prevailing traffic condition. However, in case of bus demand 

below 12.5%, bus priority with IBL seemed more potent in ameliorating the 

network performances up to 3500 veh/hr at most than other priority rules. 

(vi) A graphical representation of the effective priority rules for varied traffic 

volume and bus demand, a “Color Code” is established and validated in this 

study which will help policy makers to investigate the suitability of a 

particular priority method for the prevailing traffic condition where the 

scheme will be implemented.   
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(vii) Furthermore, it was observed during this research that the length of the 

detector placed in the road network developed in VISSIM to simulate local 

traffic conditions, should be as minimum as possible. Moreover, the 

detectors should be numbered differently to detect precise number of traffic. 

6.2 Limitations of the Study 

While conducting the study, some shortcomings were faced which are as follows, 

(i) Due to the lack of technical support, data related to headways, acceleration 

and deceleration, kinematic parameters such as power and weight of 

vehicles were not collected due to which they were taken as default while 

modeling in VISSIM 

(ii) The effectiveness of the priority schemes was evaluated based on only one 

parameter, average delay per vehicle and bus. 

(iii)  “Color Code” to select suitable priority method for PT was only applicable 

to test site under consideration for this research 

6.3 Suggestions for Future Research 

Although bus priority strategies have been applied in the developed country since the 

end of 20th century to increase the reliability of public transportation system, this 

concept is still new in perspective of Bangladesh as well as in other south-east Asian 

countries. In addition to that construability of the priority rules in countries like 

Bangladesh is extremely challenging. Besides, using vehicle actuated control to 

provide priority to PT is very cumbersome in context of this country. This is mainly 

due to the complexity of data collection and processing and the wide variations of 

driver population, vehicle components and traffic environment. Furthermore, very 

few microscopic simulation studies were done on simulating bus priority rule in a 

network having mixed traffic condition. Even though the current study tried to shed 

lights on this area, it cannot be viewed as a complete understanding of the efficiency 

of bus priority rules in highly complex heterogeneous traffic operation. Further 

theoretical research to explore other forms of priority rules for better network 

performances in the mixed traffic state is much required and at the same time more 
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strict law enforced traffic management system is desirable for field applications of 

the projects. In this section some recommendations are provided for future research 

following the studies carried out in this dissertation. These are listed below. 

a. Several features of the proposed model could be the subject of more 

extensive research, including the condition for which IBL was open and 

both the minimum opening and closing time of IBL which was taken as 

constant throughout the simulation time. 

b. In case of bus priority, there are several other types of active priority system 

such as rolling horizon, phase insertion, actuated transit phase that could be 

considered to extend this research to find the most compatible signal 

priority system for mixed traffic conditions. 

c. With further study on vehicle actuated programming in microsimulation 

software, several option can be researched for designing and applying 

vehicle actuated control to optimize the traffic delay in the urban road 

network for local traffic conditions. 

d. While evaluating the applicability of priority rules for road network in 

developing countries like Bangladesh, using microscopic simulation tools, 

several network performance parameters such as average stopped delay, 

queue length in non-prioritize approaches, speed of vehicles in the modeled 

network can be considered which extends the scope of this research.  

e. There is more room for improvement in formulating “Color Code” for 

selecting preferable priority schemes for local traffic conditions that exists 

in the network which creates opportunities of extensive research.  

6.4 Recommendations 

Decision makers of countries, where mixed traffic conditions prevail explore, 

investigate the appropriateness of a particular priority method, hence implement the 

most suitable scheme to prioritize public transports to ensure best outcomes from this 

transportation sector in mitigating traffic problems.  
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APPENDIX  

A.1 Interstages Files (*.PUA) 

A.1.1 Kawran Bazar Intersection (KB.pua) 

$SIGNAL_GROUPS 

$ 

Signal_group_1          1 

Signal_group_2          2 

Signal_group_3          3 

Signal_group_4          4 

 

$IGM 

$ 

                Signal_group_1 Signal_group_2 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_4 

Signal_group_1            -127              3              3              3 

Signal_group_2               3           -127              3              3 

Signal_group_3               3              3           -127              3 

Signal_group_4               3              3              3           -127 

 

$STAGES 

$ 

stage_1  Signal_group_1 

red      Signal_group_2 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_4 

stage_2  Signal_group_2 

red      Signal_group_1 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_4 

stage_3  Signal_group_3 

red      Signal_group_1 Signal_group_2 Signal_group_4 

stage_4  Signal_group_4 

red      Signal_group_1 Signal_group_2 Signal_group_3 
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$STARTING_STAGE 

$ 

stage_1  

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          1 

length [s]        :          8 

from stage        :          1 

to stage          :          2 

$ 

Signal_group_1       -127         0 

Signal_group_2          3       127 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          2 

length [s]        :          8 

from stage        :          2 

to stage          :          3 

$ 

Signal_group_2       -127         0 

Signal_group_3          3       127 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          3 

length [s]        :          8 

from stage        :          3 

to stage          :          1 

$ 

Signal_group_1          3       127 

Signal_group_3       -127         0 

 

$INTERSTAGE 
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INTERSTAGE_number :          4 

length [s]        :          5 

from stage        :          4 

to stage          :          3 

$ 

Signal_group_3          0       127 

Signal_group_4       -127         0 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          5 

length [s]        :         36 

from stage        :          2 

to stage          :          4 

$ 

Signal_group_2       -127        33 

Signal_group_4         0       127 

 

$END 
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A.1.2 Bangla Motor Intersection (BM.pua) 

$SIGNAL_GROUPS 

$ 

Signal_group_1          1 

Signal_group_2          2 

Signal_group_3          3 

Signal_group_4          4 

 

$IGM 

$ 

                Signal_group_1 Signal_group_2 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_4 

Signal_group_1            -127              3              3              3 

Signal_group_2               3           -127              3              3 

Signal_group_3               3              3           -127              3 

Signal_group_4               3              3              3           -127 

 

$STAGES 

$ 

stage_1  Signal_group_1 

red      Signal_group_2 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_4 

stage_2  Signal_group_2 

red      Signal_group_1 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_4 

stage_3  Signal_group_3 

red      Signal_group_1 Signal_group_2 Signal_group_4 

stage_4  Signal_group_4 

red      Signal_group_1 Signal_group_2 Signal_group_3 

 

$STARTING_STAGE 

$ 

stage_1  
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$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          1 

length [s]        :          8 

from stage        :          1 

to stage          :          2 

$ 

Signal_group_1       -127         0 

Signal_group_2          3       127 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          2 

length [s]        :          8 

from stage        :          2 

to stage          :          3 

$ 

Signal_group_2       -127         0 

Signal_group_3          3       127 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          3 

length [s]        :          8 

from stage        :          3 

to stage          :          1 

$ 

Signal_group_1          3       127 

Signal_group_3       -127         0 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          4 

length [s]        :          5 

from stage        :          4 

to stage          :          3 
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$ 

Signal_group_3          0       127 

Signal_group_4       -127         0 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          5 

length [s]        :         36 

from stage        :          2 

to stage          :          4 

$ 

Signal_group_2       -127        33 

Signal_group_4         0       127 

 

$END 
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A.1.3 Paribagh Intersection (PR.pua) 

$SIGNAL_GROUPS 

$ 

Signal_group_1          1 

Signal_group_2          2 

Signal_group_3          3 

Signal_group_4          4 

Signal_group_5          5 

 

$IGM 

$ 

                Signal_group_1 Signal_group_2 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_4 

Signal_group_5 

Signal_group_1            -127              3              3              3              3 

Signal_group_2               3           -127              3              3              3 

Signal_group_3               3              3           -127              3              3 

Signal_group_4               3              3              3           -127              3 

Signal_group_5               3              3              3              3           -127 

 

$STAGES 

$ 

stage_1  Signal_group_1 

red      Signal_group_2 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_4 Signal_group_5 

stage_2  Signal_group_2 

red      Signal_group_1 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_4 Signal_group_5 

stage_3  Signal_group_3 

red      Signal_group_1 Signal_group_2 Signal_group_4 Signal_group_5 

stage_4  Signal_group_4 

red      Signal_group_1 Signal_group_2 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_5 

stage_5  Signal_group_5 

red      Signal_group_1 Signal_group_2 Signal_group_3 Signal_group_4 
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$STARTING_STAGE 

$ 

stage_1  

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          1 

length [s]        :          8 

from stage        :          1 

to stage          :          2 

$ 

Signal_group_1       -127         0 

Signal_group_2          3       127 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          2 

length [s]        :          8 

from stage        :          2 

to stage          :          3 

$ 

Signal_group_2       -127         0 

Signal_group_3          3       127 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          3 

length [s]        :          8 

from stage        :          3 

to stage          :          1 

$ 

Signal_group_1          3       127 

Signal_group_3       -127         0 
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$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          4 

length [s]        :         27 

from stage        :          1 

to stage          :          4 

$ 

Signal_group_1       -127        24 

Signal_group_4          0       127 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          5 

length [s]        :          5 

from stage        :          4 

to stage          :          2 

$ 

Signal_group_2          0       127 

Signal_group_4       -127         0 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          6 

length [s]        :         36 

from stage        :          3 

to stage          :          5 

$ 

Signal_group_3       -127        33 

Signal_group_5          0       127 

 

$INTERSTAGE 

INTERSTAGE_number :          7 

length [s]        :          5 

from stage        :          5 

to stage          :          1 
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$ 

Signal_group_1          0       127 

Signal_group_5       -127         0 

 

$END 
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A.2 Logic Files (*.VAP) 

A.2.1 Bus priority 

A.2.1.1 Kawran Bazar Intersection (KB.vap) 

VAP_FREQUENCY 1; 

 

 

/* ARRAYS */  

 

/* SUBROUTINES */  

 

/* PARAMETERS DEPENDENT ON SCJ-PROGRAM */  

             

/* EXPRESSIONS */  

            busDemand1 := ((veh_c1 >0) OR (veh_c2 >0)); 

 

/* MAIN PROGRAM */  

 

S00Z001:    IF StgA( 1) AND (T_red( 3 ) >300) THEN 

S02Z001:      Is( 1 , 2 ) 

            END; 

S00Z004:    IF StgA( 2 ) AND ( T_red( 1 ) > 330) THEN 

S01Z004:      IF sflag1 = 1 THEN 

S02Z004:        veh_c1 := Front_ends( 71 ) + Front_ends( 72 ) + Front_ends( 73 ) + 

Front_ends( 74 ); 

S02Z005:        veh_c2 := Front_ends( 75 ) + Front_ends( 76 ) + Front_ends( 77 ) + 

Front_ends( 78 ) 

              ELSE 

S01Z005:        Cfe( 71 );Cfe( 72 );Cfe( 73 );Cfe( 74 );Cfe( 75 );Cfe( 76 );Cfe( 

77);Cfe( 78 ); 

S01Z006:        sflag1 := 1; 
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S01Z007:        veh_c1 := Front_ends( 71 ) + Front_ends( 72 ) + Front_ends( 73 ) + 

Front_ends( 74 ); 

S01Z008:        veh_c2 := Front_ends( 75 ) + Front_ends( 76 ) + Front_ends( 77 ) + 

Front_ends( 78 ) 

              END 

            END; 

S00Z010:    IF StgA( 2 ) AND ( T_red( 1 ) > 360) THEN 

S01Z010:      IF busDemand1 THEN 

S02Z010:        Is( 2 , 4 ); 

S01Z013:        sflag1 := 0 

              ELSE 

S01Z011:        Is( 2 , 3 ); 

                GOTO S01Z013 

              END 

            END; 

S00Z015:    IF StgA( 3 ) AND (T_red( 1 ) >600) THEN 

S01Z015:      Is( 3 , 1 ) 

            END; 

S00Z017:    IF StgA( 4 ) THEN 

S02Z017:      Is( 4 , 3 ) 

            END 

PROG_ENDE:    . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
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A.2.1.2 Bangla Motor Intersection (BM.vap) 

VAP_FREQUENCY 1; 

 

 

/* ARRAYS */  

 

/* SUBROUTINES */  

 

/* PARAMETERS DEPENDENT ON SCJ-PROGRAM */  

             

/* EXPRESSIONS */  

            busDemand1 := ((veh_c1 >0) OR (veh_c2 >0)); 

 

/* MAIN PROGRAM */  

 

S00Z001:    IF StgA( 1) AND (T_red( 3 ) >105) THEN 

S02Z001:      Is( 1 , 2 ) 

            END; 

S00Z004:    IF StgA( 2 ) AND ( T_red( 1 ) > 175) THEN 

S01Z004:      IF sflag1 = 1 THEN 

S02Z004:        veh_c1 := Front_ends( 61 ) + Front_ends( 62 ) + Front_ends( 63 ) + 

Front_ends( 64 ); 

S02Z005:        veh_c2 := Front_ends( 65 ) + Front_ends( 66 ) + Front_ends( 67 ) + 

Front_ends( 68 ) 

              ELSE 

S01Z005:        Cfe( 61 );Cfe( 62 );Cfe( 63 );Cfe( 64 );Cfe( 65 );Cfe( 66 );Cfe( 

67);Cfe( 68 ); 

S01Z006:        sflag1 := 1; 

S01Z007:        veh_c1 := Front_ends( 61 ) + Front_ends( 62 ) + Front_ends( 63 ) + 

Front_ends( 64 ); 
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S01Z008:        veh_c2 := Front_ends( 65 ) + Front_ends( 66 ) + Front_ends( 67 ) + 

Front_ends( 68 ) 

              END 

            END; 

S00Z010:    IF StgA( 2 ) AND ( T_red( 1 ) > 205) THEN 

S01Z010:      IF busDemand1 THEN 

S02Z010:        Is( 2 , 4 ); 

S01Z013:        sflag1 := 0 

              ELSE 

S01Z011:        Is( 2 , 3 ); 

                GOTO S01Z013 

              END 

            END; 

S00Z015:    IF StgA( 3 ) AND (T_red( 1 ) >290) THEN 

S01Z015:      Is( 3 , 1 ) 

            END; 

S00Z017:    IF StgA( 4 ) THEN 

S02Z017:      Is( 4 , 3 ) 

            END 

PROG_ENDE:    . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/  
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A.2.1.3 Paribagh Intersection (PR.vap) 

VAP_FREQUENCY 1; 

 

/* ARRAYS */  

 

/* SUBROUTINES */  

 

/* PARAMETERS DEPENDENT ON SCJ-PROGRAM */  

            /* EXPRESSIONS */  

            busDemand1 := (veh_c1 >0); 

            busDemand2 := (veh_c2 >0); 

 

/* MAIN PROGRAM */  

 

S00Z001:    IF StgA( 1 ) AND ( T_red( 3 ) > 50) THEN 

S01Z001:      IF sflag1 = 1 THEN 

S02Z001:        veh_c1 := Front_ends( 51 ) + Front_ends( 52 ) + Front_ends( 53 ) + 

Front_ends( 54 ); 

S02Z003:        Record_value( 1 , veh_c1 ) 

              ELSE 

S01Z002:        Cfe( 51 );Cfe( 52 );Cfe( 53 );Cfe( 54 ); 

S01Z003:        sflag1 := 1; 

S01Z004:        veh_c1 := Front_ends( 51 ) + Front_ends( 52 ) + Front_ends( 53 ) + 

Front_ends( 54 ) 

              END 

            END; 

S00Z006:    IF StgA( 1 ) AND ( T_red( 3 ) > 70) THEN 

S01Z006:      IF busDemand1 THEN 

S02Z006:        Is( 1 , 4 ); 

S02Z007:        bp :=1; 

S01Z009:        sflag1 := 0 
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              ELSE 

S01Z007:        Is( 1 , 2 ); 

                GOTO S01Z009 

              END 

            END; 

S00Z011:    IF bp = 1 THEN 

S02Z011:      IF StgA( 2 ) AND (T_red( 1 ) >70) THEN 

S03Z011:        Is( 2 , 3 ); 

S03Z012:        bp :=0; 

S03Z013:        bp1 :=1 

              END 

            ELSE 

S00Z012:      IF StgA( 2 ) AND (T_red( 1 ) >90) THEN 

S01Z012:        Is( 2 , 3 ) 

              END 

            END; 

S00Z015:    IF bp1 = 1 THEN 

S03Z015:      IF StgA( 3 ) AND ( T_red( 1 ) > 135) THEN 

S04Z015:        IF sflag2 = 1 THEN 

S05Z015:          veh_c2 := Front_ends( 55) + Front_ends( 56 ) + Front_ends( 57) + 

Front_ends( 58 ); 

S05Z017:          Record_value( 0 , veh_c2 ); 

S03Z021:          IF StgA( 3 ) AND ( T_red( 1 ) > 155) THEN 

S04Z021:            IF busDemand2 THEN 

S05Z021:              Is( 3 , 5 ); 

S04Z024:              sflag2 := 0; 

S04Z025:              bp1 :=0 

                    ELSE 

S04Z022:              Is( 3 , 1 ); 

                      GOTO S04Z024 

                    END 

                  END 
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                ELSE 

S04Z016:          Cfe( 55 );Cfe( 56 ); Cfe( 57 );Cfe( 58 ); 

S04Z017:          sflag2 := 1; 

S04Z018:          veh_c2 := Front_ends( 55) + Front_ends( 56 ) + Front_ends( 57) + 

Front_ends( 58 ); 

                  GOTO S03Z021 

                END 

              ELSE 

                GOTO S03Z021 

              END 

            ELSE 

S00Z016:      IF StgA( 3 ) AND ( T_red( 1 ) > 148) THEN 

S01Z016:        IF sflag2 = 1 THEN 

S02Z016:          veh_c2 := Front_ends( 55) + Front_ends( 56 ) + Front_ends( 57) + 

Front_ends( 58 ); 

S02Z018:          Record_value( 0 , veh_c2 ); 

S00Z022:          IF StgA( 3 ) AND ( T_red( 1 ) > 178) THEN 

S01Z022:            IF busDemand2 THEN 

S02Z022:              Is( 3 , 5 ); 

S01Z025:              sflag2 := 0 

                    ELSE 

S01Z023:              Is( 3 , 1 ); 

                      GOTO S01Z025 

                    END 

                  END 

                ELSE 

S01Z017:          Cfe( 55 );Cfe( 56 ); Cfe( 57 );Cfe( 58 ); 

S01Z018:          sflag2 := 1; 

S01Z019:          veh_c2 := Front_ends( 55) + Front_ends( 56 ) + Front_ends( 57) + 

Front_ends( 58 ); 

                  GOTO S00Z022 

                END 
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              ELSE 

                GOTO S00Z022 

              END 

            END; 

S00Z027:    IF StgA( 4 ) THEN 

S02Z027:      Is( 4 , 2 ) 

            END; 

S00Z029:    IF StgA( 5 ) THEN 

S02Z029:      Is( 5 , 1 ) 

            END 

PROG_ENDE:    . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
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A.2.2 Intermittent Bus Lane (IBL.vap) 

VAP_FREQUENCY 1; 

 

CONST  

            busRatio = 10, 

            minIBL = 3600, 

            min_noIBL = 1800, 

            R_calc = 600, 

            BR_min = 4; 

 

/* ARRAYS */  

 

/* SUBROUTINES */  

 

SUBROUTINE IBL1;  /* sub_IBLChunk1.vv */ 

D01S00Z003: PT1:=Front_ends( 11 ) + Front_ends( 12 ) +Front_ends( 13 ) + 

Front_ends( 14 ); 

D01S00Z004: V_flow1:=Front_ends( 15 ) + Front_ends( 16 ) + Front_ends( 17 ) + 

Front_ends( 18 ); 

D01S00Z005: start(time4ratio1); 

D01S00Z007: Record_value( 0 , R1 ); 

D01S00Z008: IF R1 > busRatio THEN 

D01S04Z008:   IF flag1=0 THEN 

D01S06Z008:     start_at(time4open1, 0); 

D01S06Z010:     flag1 := 1 

              ELSE 

                GOTO D01S06Z010 

              END 

            END; 

D01S00Z012: IF flag1 = 1 THEN 

D01S01Z012:   start(time4open1); 
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D01S04Z012:   Record_value( 5 , time4open1 ); 

D01S06Z012:   IF ((R1>busRatio) OR (time4open1 <= minIBL)) THEN 

D01S08Z012:     Reset( time4close1 ); 

D01S09Z012:     Set_route( 1, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 1, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 2, 1, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 2, 2, 100 ) ;Set_route( 3, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 3, 2, 100 ) ;Set_route( 11530, 

1, 100 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 1, 90 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 2, 10 ) ;Set_route( 20511, 1, 90 

) ;Set_route( 20511, 3, 10 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 1, 40 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 2, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 20832, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20832, 2, 43 ) ;Set_route( 21020, 1, 5 ) 

;Set_route( 21020, 2, 80 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 2, 100 ) 

;Set_route( 31010, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 31010, 2, 100 ); 

D01S09Z018:     ibl1 := 1 

              ELSE 

D01S06Z013:     Reset( time4open1 ); 

D01S06Z014:     Set_route( 1, 1, 25 ) ;Set_route( 1, 2, 75 ) ;Set_route( 2, 1, 30 ) 

;Set_route( 2, 2, 70 ) ;Set_route( 3, 1, 100 ) ;Set_route( 3, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 11530, 1, 

0 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20511, 1, 30 ) 

;Set_route( 20511, 3, 60 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 2, 40 ) 

;Set_route( 20832, 1, 25 ) ;Set_route( 20832, 2, 18 ) ;Set_route( 21020, 1, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 21020, 2, 85 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 1, 35 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 2, 65 ) 

;Set_route( 31010, 1, 5 ) ;Set_route( 31010, 2, 95 ); 

D01S06Z015:     flag1 := 0; 

D01S06Z016:     flag_for_close1 := 1; 

D01S06Z018:     ibl1 := 0 

              END 

            ELSE 

D01S00Z017:   ibl1 := 0 

            END; 

D01S00Z021: flag_R1 := 0 

D01PROG_ENDE: . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

SUBROUTINE IBL2;  /* sub_IBLChunk2.vv */ 
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D02S00Z003: PT2:=Front_ends( 21 ) + Front_ends( 22 ) +Front_ends( 23 ) + 

Front_ends( 24 ); 

D02S00Z004: V_flow2:=Front_ends( 25 ) + Front_ends( 26 ) + Front_ends( 27 ) + 

Front_ends( 28 ); 

D02S00Z005: start(time4ratio2); 

D02S00Z007: Record_value( 10 , R2 ); 

D02S00Z008: IF R2 > busRatio THEN 

D02S02Z008:   IF flag2=0 THEN 

D02S04Z008:     start_at(time4open2, 0); 

D02S04Z010:     flag2 := 1 

              ELSE 

                GOTO D02S04Z010 

              END 

            END; 

D02S00Z012: IF flag2 = 1 THEN 

D02S01Z012:   start(time4open2); 

D02S02Z012:   Record_value( 15 , time4open2 ); 

D02S04Z012:   IF ((R2>busRatio) OR (time4open2 <= minIBL)) THEN 

D02S06Z012:     Reset( time4close2 ); 

D02S07Z012:     Set_route( 10131, 1, 98 ) ;Set_route( 10131, 3, 0 ) ;Set_route( 

20120, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20120, 2, 38 ) ;Set_route( 20430, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20430, 

2, 77 ) ;Set_route( 20431, 1, 958 ) ;Set_route( 20431, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 1, 1 ) 

;Set_route( 20620, 2, 87 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 3, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 4, 20 ) 

;Set_route( 20831, 5, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 1, 5 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 2, 885 ) 

;Set_route( 21231, 1, 100 ) ;Set_route( 21231, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 21232, 1, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 21232, 2, 35 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 2, 35 ) 

;Set_route( 30610, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 30610, 2, 100 ); 

D02S07Z018:     ibl2 := 1 

              ELSE 

D02S04Z013:     Reset( time4open2 ); 

D02S04Z014:     Set_route( 10131, 1, 13 ) ;Set_route( 10131, 3, 85 ) ;Set_route( 

20120, 1, 25 ) ;Set_route( 20120, 2, 13 ) ;Set_route( 20430, 1, 10 ) ;Set_route( 
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20430, 2, 67 ) ;Set_route( 20431, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20431, 2, 958 ) ;Set_route( 

20620, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 2, 78 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 3, 10 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 

4, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 5, 20 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 2, 890 ) 

;Set_route( 21231, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 21231, 2, 100 ) ;Set_route( 21232, 1, 20 ) 

;Set_route( 21232, 2, 15 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 1, 10 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 2, 25 ) 

;Set_route( 30610, 1, 2 ) ;Set_route( 30610, 2, 98 ); 

D02S04Z015:     flag2 := 0; 

D02S04Z016:     flag_for_close2 := 1; 

D02S04Z018:     ibl2 := 0 

              END 

            ELSE 

D02S00Z017:   ibl2 := 0 

            END; 

D02S00Z021: flag_R2 := 0 

D02PROG_ENDE: . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

SUBROUTINE TIME1;  /* sub_timeChunk1.vv */ 

D03S00Z001: IF flag_R1 = 0 THEN 

D03S01Z001:   IF flag_for_close1 = 1 THEN 

D03S03Z001:     start(time4close1); 

D03S04Z001:     Record_value( 6 , time4close1 ); 

D03S05Z001:     T_C1 := (time4close1 - (min_NoIBL - R_Calc)); 

D03S06Z001:     IF T_C1 > (R_Calc/3) THEN 

D03S07Z001:       IF T_C1 > (R_Calc*2/3) THEN 

D03S08Z001:         IF T_C1 > R_Calc THEN 

D03S09Z001:           flag_R1 := 1; 

D03S10Z001:           R1 := (R11+R12+R13)/D1; 

D03S11Z001:           Cfe( 11 ) ;Cfe( 12 );Cfe( 13 );Cfe( 14 );Cfe( 15 ) ;Cfe( 16 );Cfe( 

17 );Cfe( 18 ); 

D03S12Z001:           Reset( time4ratio1 ); 

D03S13Z001:           flag_for_close1 := 0; 
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D03S14Z001:           D1 :=0 

                    ELSE 

D03S08Z002:           PT13 := (PT1 - PT11 - PT12); V_flow13 := (V_flow1 -

V_flow11 - V_flow12); 

D03S08Z003:           R13 := (PT13*100)/V_flow13; 

D03S08Z004:           Record_value( 3 , R13 ); 

D03S08Z005:           IF ((T_C1  = R_Calc) AND (R13 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S09Z005:             D1 := D1 + 1; 

D03S10Z005:             Record_value( 7 , D1) 

                      ELSE 

D03S08Z006:             R13 := 0 

                      END 

                    END 

                  ELSE 

D03S07Z002:         PT12 := (PT1 - PT11); V_flow12 := (V_flow1 -V_flow11); 

D03S07Z003:         R12 := (PT12*100)/V_flow12; 

D03S07Z004:         Record_value( 2 , R12 ); 

D03S07Z007:         IF ((T_C1 = (R_Calc*2/3)) AND (R12 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S08Z007:           D1 := D1 + 1 

                    ELSE 

D03S07Z008:           R12 := 0 

                    END 

                  END 

                ELSE 

D03S06Z002:       PT11 := PT1; V_flow11 := V_flow1; 

D03S06Z003:       R11 := (PT11*100)/V_flow11; 

D03S06Z004:       Record_value( 1 , R11 ); 

D03S06Z009:       IF ((T_C1 = (R_Calc/3)) AND (R11 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S07Z009:         D1 := 1 

                  ELSE 

D03S06Z010:         D1 := 0; 

D03S07Z010:         R11 := 0 
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                  END 

                END 

              ELSE 

D03S06Z013:     IF time4ratio1 > (R_Calc/3) THEN 

D03S07Z013:       IF time4ratio1 > (R_Calc*2/3) THEN 

D03S08Z013:         IF time4ratio1 > R_Calc THEN 

D03S09Z013:           flag_R1 := 1; 

D03S10Z013:           R1 := (R11+R12+R13)/D1; 

D03S11Z013:           Cfe( 11 ) ;Cfe( 12 );Cfe( 13 );Cfe( 14 );Cfe( 15 ) ;Cfe( 16 );Cfe( 

17 );Cfe( 18 ); 

D03S12Z013:           Reset( time4ratio1 ); 

D03S13Z013:           D1 :=0 

                    ELSE 

D03S08Z014:           PT13 := (PT1 - PT11 - PT12); V_flow13 := (V_flow1 -

V_flow11 - V_flow12); 

D03S08Z015:           R13 := (PT13*100)/V_flow13; 

D03S08Z016:           Record_value( 3 , R13 ); 

D03S08Z017:           IF ((time4ratio1 = R_Calc) AND (R13 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S09Z017:             D1 := D1 + 1; 

D03S10Z017:             Record_value( 7 , D1) 

                      ELSE 

D03S08Z018:             R13 := 0 

                      END 

                    END 

                  ELSE 

D03S07Z014:         PT12 := (PT1 - PT11); V_flow12 := (V_flow1 -V_flow11); 

D03S07Z015:         R12 := (PT12*100)/V_flow12; 

D03S07Z016:         Record_value( 2 , R12 ); 

D03S07Z019:         IF ((time4ratio1 = (R_Calc*2/3)) AND (R12 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S08Z019:           D1 := D1 + 1 

                    ELSE 

D03S07Z020:           R12 := 0 
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                    END 

                  END 

                ELSE 

D03S06Z014:       PT11 := PT1; V_flow11 := V_flow1; 

D03S06Z015:       R11 := (PT11*100)/V_flow11; 

D03S06Z016:       Record_value( 1 , R11 ); 

D03S06Z021:       IF ((time4ratio1 = (R_Calc/3)) AND (R11 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S07Z021:         D1 := 1 

                  ELSE 

D03S06Z022:         D1 := 0; 

D03S07Z022:         R11 := 0 

                  END 

                END 

              END 

            END 

D03PROG_ENDE: . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

SUBROUTINE TIME2;  /* sub_timeChunk2.vv */ 

D04S00Z001: IF flag_R2 = 0 THEN 

D04S01Z001:   IF flag_for_close2 = 1 THEN 

D04S03Z001:     start(time4close2); 

D04S04Z001:     Record_value( 16 , time4close2 ); 

D04S05Z001:     T_C2 := (time4close2 - (min_NoIBL - R_Calc)); 

D04S06Z001:     IF T_C2 > (R_Calc/3) THEN 

D04S07Z001:       IF T_C2 > (R_Calc*2/3) THEN 

D04S08Z001:         IF T_C2 > R_Calc THEN 

D04S09Z001:           flag_R2 := 1; 

D04S10Z001:           R2 := (R21+R22+R23)/D2; 

D04S11Z001:           Cfe( 21 ) ;Cfe( 22 );Cfe( 23 );Cfe( 24 );Cfe( 25 ) ;Cfe( 26 );Cfe( 

27 );Cfe( 28 ); 

D04S12Z001:           Reset( time4ratio2 ); 
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D04S13Z001:           flag_for_close2 := 0; 

D04S14Z001:           D2 :=0 

                    ELSE 

D04S08Z002:           PT23 := (PT2 - PT21 - PT22); V_flow23 := (V_flow2 -

V_flow21 - V_flow22); 

D04S08Z003:           R23 := (PT23*100)/V_flow23; 

D04S08Z004:           Record_value( 13 , R23 ); 

D04S08Z005:           IF ((T_C1  = R_Calc) AND (R23 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S09Z005:             D2 := D2 +1 

                      ELSE 

D04S08Z006:             R23 := 0 

                      END 

                    END 

                  ELSE 

D04S07Z002:         PT22 := (PT2 - PT21); V_flow22 := (V_flow2 -V_flow21); 

D04S07Z003:         R22 := (PT22*100)/V_flow22; 

D04S07Z004:         Record_value( 12 , R22 ); 

D04S07Z007:         IF ((T_C1 = (R_Calc*2/3)) AND (R22 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S08Z007:           D2 := D2 +1 

                    ELSE 

D04S07Z008:           R22 := 0 

                    END 

                  END 

                ELSE 

D04S06Z002:       PT21 := PT2; V_flow21 := V_flow2; 

D04S06Z003:       R21 := (PT21*100)/V_flow21; 

D04S06Z004:       Record_value( 11 , R21 ); 

D04S06Z009:       IF ((T_C1 = (R_Calc/3)) AND (R21 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S07Z009:         D2 :=1 

                  ELSE 

D04S06Z010:         D2 :=0; 

D04S07Z010:         R21 := 0 
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                  END 

                END 

              ELSE 

D04S06Z013:     IF time4ratio2 > (R_Calc/3) THEN 

D04S07Z013:       IF time4ratio2 > (R_Calc*2/3) THEN 

D04S08Z013:         IF time4ratio2 > R_Calc THEN 

D04S09Z013:           flag_R2 := 1; 

D04S10Z013:           R2 := (R21+R22+R23)/D2; 

D04S11Z013:           Cfe( 21 ) ;Cfe( 22 );Cfe( 23 );Cfe( 24 );Cfe( 25 ) ;Cfe( 26 );Cfe( 

27 );Cfe( 28 ); 

D04S12Z013:           Reset( time4ratio2 ); 

D04S13Z013:           D2 :=0 

                    ELSE 

D04S08Z014:           PT23 := (PT2 - PT21 - PT22); V_flow23 := (V_flow2 -

V_flow21 - V_flow22); 

D04S08Z015:           R23 := (PT23*100)/V_flow23; 

D04S08Z016:           Record_value( 13 , R23 ); 

D04S08Z017:           IF ((time4ratio1 = R_Calc) AND (R23 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S09Z017:             D2 := D2 +1 

                      ELSE 

D04S08Z018:             R23 := 0 

                      END 

                    END 

                  ELSE 

D04S07Z014:         PT22 := (PT2 - PT21); V_flow22 := (V_flow2 -V_flow21); 

D04S07Z015:         R22 := (PT22*100)/V_flow22; 

D04S07Z016:         Record_value( 12 , R22 ); 

D04S07Z019:         IF ((time4ratio1 = (R_Calc*2/3)) AND (R22 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S08Z019:           D2 := D2 +1 

                    ELSE 

D04S07Z020:           R22 := 0 

                    END 
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                  END 

                ELSE 

D04S06Z014:       PT21 := PT2; V_flow21 := V_flow2; 

D04S06Z015:       R21 := (PT21*100)/V_flow21; 

D04S06Z016:       Record_value( 11 , R21 ); 

D04S06Z021:       IF ((time4ratio1 = (R_Calc/3)) AND (R21 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S07Z021:         D2 :=1 

                  ELSE 

D04S06Z022:         D2 :=0; 

D04S07Z022:         R21 := 0 

                  END 

                END 

              END 

            END 

D04PROG_ENDE: . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

/* PARAMETERS DEPENDENT ON SCJ-PROGRAM */  

             

/* EXPRESSIONS */  

 

/* MAIN PROGRAM */  

 

S00Z001:    Set_route( 1, 1, 25 ) ;Set_route( 1, 2, 75 ) ;Set_route( 2, 1, 30 ) 

;Set_route( 2, 2, 70 ) ;Set_route( 3, 1, 100 ) ;Set_route( 3, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 11530, 1, 

0 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20511, 1, 30 ) 

;Set_route( 20511, 3, 60 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 2, 40 ) 

;Set_route( 20832, 1, 25 ) ;Set_route( 20832, 2, 18 ) ;Set_route( 21020, 1, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 21020, 2, 85 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 1, 35 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 2, 65 ) 

;Set_route( 31010, 1, 5 ) ;Set_route( 31010, 2, 95 ); 

S00Z002:    Set_route( 10131, 1, 13 ) ;Set_route( 10131, 3, 85 ) ;Set_route( 20120, 1, 

25 ) ;Set_route( 20120, 2, 13 ) ;Set_route( 20430, 1, 10 ) ;Set_route( 20430, 2, 67 ) 
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;Set_route( 20431, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20431, 2, 958 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 1, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 20620, 2, 78 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 3, 10 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 4, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 20831, 5, 20 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 2, 890 ) 

;Set_route( 21231, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 21231, 2, 100 ) ;Set_route( 21232, 1, 20 ) 

;Set_route( 21232, 2, 15 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 1, 10 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 2, 25 ) 

;Set_route( 30610, 1, 2 ) ;Set_route( 30610, 2, 98 ); 

S00Z003:    GOSUB IBL1; 

S00Z004:    GOSUB IBL2; 

S00Z006:    GOSUB TIME1; 

S00Z007:    GOSUB TIME2 

PROG_ENDE:    . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
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A.2.3 Bus Priority with IBL(BP_IBL.vap) 

 

VAP_FREQUENCY 1; 

 

CONST  

            busRatio = 10, 

            minIBL = 3600, 

            min_noIBL = 1800, 

            R_calc = 600, 

            BR_min = 4; 

 

/* ARRAYS */  

 

/* SUBROUTINES */  

 

SUBROUTINE IBL1;  /* sub_IBLChunk1.vv */ 

D01S00Z003: PT1:=Front_ends( 11 ) + Front_ends( 12 ) +Front_ends( 13 ) + 

Front_ends( 14 ); 

D01S00Z004: V_flow1:=Front_ends( 15 ) + Front_ends( 16 ) + Front_ends( 17 ) + 

Front_ends( 18 ); 

D01S00Z005: start(time4ratio1); 

D01S00Z007: Record_value( 0 , R1 ); 

D01S00Z008: IF R1 > busRatio THEN 

D01S04Z008:   IF flag1=0 THEN 

D01S06Z008:     start_at(time4open1, 0); 

D01S06Z010:     flag1 := 1 

              ELSE 

                GOTO D01S06Z010 

              END 

            END; 

D01S00Z012: IF flag1 = 1 THEN 
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D01S01Z012:   start(time4open1); 

D01S04Z012:   Record_value( 5 , time4open1 ); 

D01S06Z012:   IF ((R1>busRatio) OR (time4open1 <= minIBL)) THEN 

D01S08Z012:     Reset( time4close1 ); 

D01S09Z012:     Set_route( 1, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 1, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 2, 1, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 2, 2, 100 ) ;Set_route( 3, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 3, 2, 100 ) ;Set_route( 11530, 

1, 100 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 1, 90 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 2, 10 ) ;Set_route( 20511, 1, 90 

) ;Set_route( 20511, 3, 10 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 1, 40 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 2, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 20832, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20832, 2, 43 ) ;Set_route( 21020, 1, 5 ) 

;Set_route( 21020, 2, 80 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 2, 100 ) 

;Set_route( 31010, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 31010, 2, 100 ); 

D01S09Z018:     ibl1 := 1 

              ELSE 

D01S06Z013:     Reset( time4open1 ); 

D01S06Z014:     Set_route( 1, 1, 25 ) ;Set_route( 1, 2, 75 ) ;Set_route( 2, 1, 30 ) 

;Set_route( 2, 2, 70 ) ;Set_route( 3, 1, 100 ) ;Set_route( 3, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 11530, 1, 

0 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20511, 1, 30 ) 

;Set_route( 20511, 3, 60 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 2, 40 ) 

;Set_route( 20832, 1, 25 ) ;Set_route( 20832, 2, 18 ) ;Set_route( 21020, 1, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 21020, 2, 85 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 1, 35 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 2, 65 ) 

;Set_route( 31010, 1, 5 ) ;Set_route( 31010, 2, 95 ); 

D01S06Z015:     flag1 := 0; 

D01S06Z016:     flag_for_close1 := 1; 

D01S06Z018:     ibl1 := 0 

              END 

            ELSE 

D01S00Z017:   ibl1 := 0 

            END; 

D01S00Z021: flag_R1 := 0 

D01PROG_ENDE: . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
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SUBROUTINE IBL2;  /* sub_IBLChunk2.vv */ 

D02S00Z003: PT2:=Front_ends( 21 ) + Front_ends( 22 ) +Front_ends( 23 ) + 

Front_ends( 24 ); 

D02S00Z004: V_flow2:=Front_ends( 25 ) + Front_ends( 26 ) + Front_ends( 27 ) + 

Front_ends( 28 ); 

D02S00Z005: start(time4ratio2); 

D02S00Z007: Record_value( 10 , R2 ); 

D02S00Z008: IF R2 > busRatio THEN 

D02S02Z008:   IF flag2=0 THEN 

D02S04Z008:     start_at(time4open2, 0); 

D02S04Z010:     flag2 := 1 

              ELSE 

                GOTO D02S04Z010 

              END 

            END; 

D02S00Z012: IF flag2 = 1 THEN 

D02S01Z012:   start(time4open2); 

D02S02Z012:   Record_value( 15 , time4open2 ); 

D02S04Z012:   IF ((R2>busRatio) OR (time4open2 <= minIBL)) THEN 

D02S06Z012:     Reset( time4close2 ); 

D02S07Z012:     Set_route( 10131, 1, 98 ) ;Set_route( 10131, 3, 0 ) ;Set_route( 

20120, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20120, 2, 38 ) ;Set_route( 20430, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20430, 

2, 77 ) ;Set_route( 20431, 1, 958 ) ;Set_route( 20431, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 1, 1 ) 

;Set_route( 20620, 2, 87 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 3, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 4, 20 ) 

;Set_route( 20831, 5, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 1, 5 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 2, 885 ) 

;Set_route( 21231, 1, 100 ) ;Set_route( 21231, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 21232, 1, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 21232, 2, 35 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 2, 35 ) 

;Set_route( 30610, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 30610, 2, 100 ); 

D02S07Z018:     ibl2 := 1 

              ELSE 

D02S04Z013:     Reset( time4open2 ); 
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D02S04Z014:     Set_route( 10131, 1, 13 ) ;Set_route( 10131, 3, 85 ) ;Set_route( 

20120, 1, 25 ) ;Set_route( 20120, 2, 13 ) ;Set_route( 20430, 1, 10 ) ;Set_route( 

20430, 2, 67 ) ;Set_route( 20431, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20431, 2, 958 ) ;Set_route( 

20620, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 2, 78 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 3, 10 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 

4, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 5, 20 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 2, 890 ) 

;Set_route( 21231, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 21231, 2, 100 ) ;Set_route( 21232, 1, 20 ) 

;Set_route( 21232, 2, 15 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 1, 10 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 2, 25 ) 

;Set_route( 30610, 1, 2 ) ;Set_route( 30610, 2, 98 ); 

D02S04Z015:     flag2 := 0; 

D02S04Z016:     flag_for_close2 := 1; 

D02S04Z018:     ibl2 := 0 

              END 

            ELSE 

D02S00Z017:   ibl2 := 0 

            END; 

D02S00Z021: flag_R2 := 0 

D02PROG_ENDE: . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

SUBROUTINE TIME1;  /* sub_timeChunk1.vv */ 

D03S00Z001: IF flag_R1 = 0 THEN 

D03S01Z001:   IF flag_for_close1 = 1 THEN 

D03S03Z001:     start(time4close1); 

D03S04Z001:     Record_value( 6 , time4close1 ); 

D03S05Z001:     T_C1 := (time4close1 - (min_NoIBL - R_Calc)); 

D03S06Z001:     IF T_C1 > (R_Calc/3) THEN 

D03S07Z001:       IF T_C1 > (R_Calc*2/3) THEN 

D03S08Z001:         IF T_C1 > R_Calc THEN 

D03S09Z001:           flag_R1 := 1; 

D03S10Z001:           R1 := (R11+R12+R13)/D1; 

D03S11Z001:           Cfe( 11 ) ;Cfe( 12 );Cfe( 13 );Cfe( 14 );Cfe( 15 ) ;Cfe( 16 );Cfe( 

17 );Cfe( 18 ); 
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D03S12Z001:           Reset( time4ratio1 ); 

D03S13Z001:           flag_for_close1 := 0; 

D03S14Z001:           D1 :=0 

                    ELSE 

D03S08Z002:           PT13 := (PT1 - PT11 - PT12); V_flow13 := (V_flow1 -

V_flow11 - V_flow12); 

D03S08Z003:           R13 := (PT13*100)/V_flow13; 

D03S08Z004:           Record_value( 3 , R13 ); 

D03S08Z005:           IF ((T_C1  = R_Calc) AND (R13 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S09Z005:             D1 := D1 + 1; 

D03S10Z005:             Record_value( 7 , D1) 

                      ELSE 

D03S08Z006:             R13 := 0 

                      END 

                    END 

                  ELSE 

D03S07Z002:         PT12 := (PT1 - PT11); V_flow12 := (V_flow1 -V_flow11); 

D03S07Z003:         R12 := (PT12*100)/V_flow12; 

D03S07Z004:         Record_value( 2 , R12 ); 

D03S07Z007:         IF ((T_C1 = (R_Calc*2/3)) AND (R12 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S08Z007:           D1 := D1 + 1 

                    ELSE 

D03S07Z008:           R12 := 0 

                    END 

                  END 

                ELSE 

D03S06Z002:       PT11 := PT1; V_flow11 := V_flow1; 

D03S06Z003:       R11 := (PT11*100)/V_flow11; 

D03S06Z004:       Record_value( 1 , R11 ); 

D03S06Z009:       IF ((T_C1 = (R_Calc/3)) AND (R11 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S07Z009:         D1 := 1 

                  ELSE 
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D03S06Z010:         D1 := 0; 

D03S07Z010:         R11 := 0 

                  END 

                END 

              ELSE 

D03S06Z013:     IF time4ratio1 > (R_Calc/3) THEN 

D03S07Z013:       IF time4ratio1 > (R_Calc*2/3) THEN 

D03S08Z013:         IF time4ratio1 > R_Calc THEN 

D03S09Z013:           flag_R1 := 1; 

D03S10Z013:           R1 := (R11+R12+R13)/D1; 

D03S11Z013:           Cfe( 11 ) ;Cfe( 12 );Cfe( 13 );Cfe( 14 );Cfe( 15 ) ;Cfe( 16 );Cfe( 

17 );Cfe( 18 ); 

D03S12Z013:           Reset( time4ratio1 ); 

D03S13Z013:           D1 :=0 

                    ELSE 

D03S08Z014:           PT13 := (PT1 - PT11 - PT12); V_flow13 := (V_flow1 -

V_flow11 - V_flow12); 

D03S08Z015:           R13 := (PT13*100)/V_flow13; 

D03S08Z016:           Record_value( 3 , R13 ); 

D03S08Z017:           IF ((time4ratio1 = R_Calc) AND (R13 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S09Z017:             D1 := D1 + 1; 

D03S10Z017:             Record_value( 7 , D1) 

                      ELSE 

D03S08Z018:             R13 := 0 

                      END 

                    END 

                  ELSE 

D03S07Z014:         PT12 := (PT1 - PT11); V_flow12 := (V_flow1 -V_flow11); 

D03S07Z015:         R12 := (PT12*100)/V_flow12; 

D03S07Z016:         Record_value( 2 , R12 ); 

D03S07Z019:         IF ((time4ratio1 = (R_Calc*2/3)) AND (R12 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S08Z019:           D1 := D1 + 1 
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                    ELSE 

D03S07Z020:           R12 := 0 

                    END 

                  END 

                ELSE 

D03S06Z014:       PT11 := PT1; V_flow11 := V_flow1; 

D03S06Z015:       R11 := (PT11*100)/V_flow11; 

D03S06Z016:       Record_value( 1 , R11 ); 

D03S06Z021:       IF ((time4ratio1 = (R_Calc/3)) AND (R11 >BR_min)) THEN 

D03S07Z021:         D1 := 1 

                  ELSE 

D03S06Z022:         D1 := 0; 

D03S07Z022:         R11 := 0 

                  END 

                END 

              END 

            END 

D03PROG_ENDE: . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

SUBROUTINE TIME2;  /* sub_timeChunk2.vv */ 

D04S00Z001: IF flag_R2 = 0 THEN 

D04S01Z001:   IF flag_for_close2 = 1 THEN 

D04S03Z001:     start(time4close2); 

D04S04Z001:     Record_value( 16 , time4close2 ); 

D04S05Z001:     T_C2 := (time4close2 - (min_NoIBL - R_Calc)); 

D04S06Z001:     IF T_C2 > (R_Calc/3) THEN 

D04S07Z001:       IF T_C2 > (R_Calc*2/3) THEN 

D04S08Z001:         IF T_C2 > R_Calc THEN 

D04S09Z001:           flag_R2 := 1; 

D04S10Z001:           R2 := (R21+R22+R23)/D2; 
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D04S11Z001:           Cfe( 21 ) ;Cfe( 22 );Cfe( 23 );Cfe( 24 );Cfe( 25 ) ;Cfe( 26 );Cfe( 

27 );Cfe( 28 ); 

D04S12Z001:           Reset( time4ratio2 ); 

D04S13Z001:           flag_for_close2 := 0; 

D04S14Z001:           D2 :=0 

                    ELSE 

D04S08Z002:           PT23 := (PT2 - PT21 - PT22); V_flow23 := (V_flow2 -

V_flow21 - V_flow22); 

D04S08Z003:           R23 := (PT23*100)/V_flow23; 

D04S08Z004:           Record_value( 13 , R23 ); 

D04S08Z005:           IF ((T_C1  = R_Calc) AND (R23 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S09Z005:             D2 := D2 +1 

                      ELSE 

D04S08Z006:             R23 := 0 

                      END 

                    END 

                  ELSE 

D04S07Z002:         PT22 := (PT2 - PT21); V_flow22 := (V_flow2 -V_flow21); 

D04S07Z003:         R22 := (PT22*100)/V_flow22; 

D04S07Z004:         Record_value( 12 , R22 ); 

D04S07Z007:         IF ((T_C1 = (R_Calc*2/3)) AND (R22 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S08Z007:           D2 := D2 +1 

                    ELSE 

D04S07Z008:           R22 := 0 

                    END 

                  END 

                ELSE 

D04S06Z002:       PT21 := PT2; V_flow21 := V_flow2; 

D04S06Z003:       R21 := (PT21*100)/V_flow21; 

D04S06Z004:       Record_value( 11 , R21 ); 

D04S06Z009:       IF ((T_C1 = (R_Calc/3)) AND (R21 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S07Z009:         D2 :=1 
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                  ELSE 

D04S06Z010:         D2 :=0; 

D04S07Z010:         R21 := 0 

                  END 

                END 

              ELSE 

D04S06Z013:     IF time4ratio2 > (R_Calc/3) THEN 

D04S07Z013:       IF time4ratio2 > (R_Calc*2/3) THEN 

D04S08Z013:         IF time4ratio2 > R_Calc THEN 

D04S09Z013:           flag_R2 := 1; 

D04S10Z013:           R2 := (R21+R22+R23)/D2; 

D04S11Z013:           Cfe( 21 ) ;Cfe( 22 );Cfe( 23 );Cfe( 24 );Cfe( 25 ) ;Cfe( 26 );Cfe( 

27 );Cfe( 28 ); 

D04S12Z013:           Reset( time4ratio2 ); 

D04S13Z013:           D2 :=0 

                    ELSE 

D04S08Z014:           PT23 := (PT2 - PT21 - PT22); V_flow23 := (V_flow2 -

V_flow21 - V_flow22); 

D04S08Z015:           R23 := (PT23*100)/V_flow23; 

D04S08Z016:           Record_value( 13 , R23 ); 

D04S08Z017:           IF ((time4ratio1 = R_Calc) AND (R23 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S09Z017:             D2 := D2 +1 

                      ELSE 

D04S08Z018:             R23 := 0 

                      END 

                    END 

                  ELSE 

D04S07Z014:         PT22 := (PT2 - PT21); V_flow22 := (V_flow2 -V_flow21); 

D04S07Z015:         R22 := (PT22*100)/V_flow22; 

D04S07Z016:         Record_value( 12 , R22 ); 

D04S07Z019:         IF ((time4ratio1 = (R_Calc*2/3)) AND (R22 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S08Z019:           D2 := D2 +1 
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                    ELSE 

D04S07Z020:           R22 := 0 

                    END 

                  END 

                ELSE 

D04S06Z014:       PT21 := PT2; V_flow21 := V_flow2; 

D04S06Z015:       R21 := (PT21*100)/V_flow21; 

D04S06Z016:       Record_value( 11 , R21 ); 

D04S06Z021:       IF ((time4ratio1 = (R_Calc/3)) AND (R21 >BR_min)) THEN 

D04S07Z021:         D2 :=1 

                  ELSE 

D04S06Z022:         D2 :=0; 

D04S07Z022:         R21 := 0 

                  END 

                END 

              END 

            END 

D04PROG_ENDE: . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

SUBROUTINE Bus_p;  /* KB.vv */ 

D05S00Z001: IF StgA( 1) AND (T_red( 3 ) >300) THEN 

D05S02Z001:   Is( 1 , 2 ) 

            END; 

D05S00Z004: IF StgA( 2 ) AND ( T_red( 1 ) > 330) THEN 

D05S01Z004:   IF sflag1 = 1 THEN 

D05S02Z004:     veh_c1 := Front_ends( 71 ) + Front_ends( 72 ) + Front_ends( 73 ) + 

Front_ends( 74 ); 

D05S02Z005:     veh_c2 := Front_ends( 75 ) + Front_ends( 76 ) + Front_ends( 77 ) + 

Front_ends( 78 ) 

              ELSE 
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D05S01Z005:     Cfe( 71 );Cfe( 72 );Cfe( 73 );Cfe( 74 );Cfe( 75 );Cfe( 76 );Cfe( 

77);Cfe( 78 ); 

D05S01Z006:     sflag1 := 1; 

D05S01Z007:     veh_c1 := Front_ends( 71 ) + Front_ends( 72 ) + Front_ends( 73 ) + 

Front_ends( 74 ); 

D05S01Z008:     veh_c2 := Front_ends( 75 ) + Front_ends( 76 ) + Front_ends( 77 ) + 

Front_ends( 78 ) 

              END 

            END; 

D05S00Z010: IF StgA( 2 ) AND ( T_red( 1 ) > 360) THEN 

D05S01Z010:   IF busDemand1 THEN 

D05S02Z010:     Is( 2 , 4 ); 

D05S01Z013:     sflag1 := 0 

              ELSE 

D05S01Z011:     Is( 2 , 3 ); 

                GOTO D05S01Z013 

              END 

            END; 

D05S00Z015: IF StgA( 3 ) AND (T_red( 1 ) >600) THEN 

D05S01Z015:   Is( 3 , 1 ) 

            END; 

D05S00Z017: IF StgA( 4 ) THEN 

D05S02Z017:   Is( 4 , 3 ) 

            END 

D05PROG_ENDE: . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

/* PARAMETERS DEPENDENT ON SCJ-PROGRAM */  

             

/* EXPRESSIONS */  

            busDemand1 := ((ibl1 = 0) OR (ibl2 = 0))AND ((veh_c1 >0) OR (veh_c2 

>0)); 
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/* MAIN PROGRAM */  

 

S00Z001:    Set_route( 1, 1, 25 ) ;Set_route( 1, 2, 75 ) ;Set_route( 2, 1, 30 ) 

;Set_route( 2, 2, 70 ) ;Set_route( 3, 1, 100 ) ;Set_route( 3, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 11530, 1, 

0 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 11531, 2, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20511, 1, 30 ) 

;Set_route( 20511, 3, 60 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 2, 40 ) 

;Set_route( 20832, 1, 25 ) ;Set_route( 20832, 2, 18 ) ;Set_route( 21020, 1, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 21020, 2, 85 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 1, 35 ) ;Set_route( 30510, 2, 65 ) 

;Set_route( 31010, 1, 5 ) ;Set_route( 31010, 2, 95 ); 

S00Z002:    Set_route( 10131, 1, 13 ) ;Set_route( 10131, 3, 85 ) ;Set_route( 20120, 1, 

25 ) ;Set_route( 20120, 2, 13 ) ;Set_route( 20430, 1, 10 ) ;Set_route( 20430, 2, 67 ) 

;Set_route( 20431, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20431, 2, 958 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 1, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 20620, 2, 78 ) ;Set_route( 20620, 3, 10 ) ;Set_route( 20831, 4, 0 ) 

;Set_route( 20831, 5, 20 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 20920, 2, 890 ) 

;Set_route( 21231, 1, 0 ) ;Set_route( 21231, 2, 100 ) ;Set_route( 21232, 1, 20 ) 

;Set_route( 21232, 2, 15 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 1, 10 ) ;Set_route( 21330, 2, 25 ) 

;Set_route( 30610, 1, 2 ) ;Set_route( 30610, 2, 98 ); 

S00Z003:    GOSUB IBL1; 

S00Z004:    GOSUB IBL2; 

S00Z005:    GOSUB Bus_p; 

S00Z006:    GOSUB TIME1; 

S00Z007:    GOSUB TIME2 

PROG_ENDE:    . 

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

 

  


